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We are reputed wholesaler and trader of Measuring Instruments for our customers. These 
instruments include Baker - Thread Gauges, Baker – Micrometers, Baker - Dial Gauges (N), 
Totem  Forbes,  etc.  These  instruments  are  used  in  schools,  colleges  and  various  other 
industrial applications.

Profile

About Us

Gokul Traders established in the year 1986.  We are prominent in wholesaler and trader of 
various instruments Baker - Thread Gauges, Baker – Micrometers, Baker - Dial 
Gauges  (N),  Totem  Forbes,  Measuring  Instruments  Venire  Calipers, 
Measuring  Instruments  Special  Purpose  Caliper, Measuring  Instruments 
Depth Calipers etc. 

These instruments are sourced from certified venders and use best  quality materials and 
assure before sending it to the clients. These are known for their features like different sizes,  
efficient, rust free, reliability, easy to use, long service life. These instruments are used in 
colleges,  schools,  laboratories  etc.   We  offer  these  instruments  at  most  comprehensive 
prices.  We follow different business strategies and to maintain relationship with our clients.

Under  the  guidance  of  the  Partner,  Mr.  Pralhad  Laddha has  vast  knowledge  and 
experience in this field that helped us to achieve great popularity in the industry. 

Vendor Base

We are associated ourselves with the certified and the famous vendors in the market from 
whom we source superior quality safety devices. These are easy to use and require less 
maintenance  cost.  These  vendors  are  chosen  severe  market  survey  to  ascertain  their 
credibility. We completely ensure that they are available as per the international standards. 
We have  our  expert  to  check  for  the  quality  standards  followed  by  our  vendors  and  in  
compliance with strict  timeliness as well.  We make sure these are well  equipped to offer  



customize instruments as per our customers' specific requirements.

Quality Assurance

We offer quality products to our clients. We are able to maintain the efficiency and quality of 
the services and attain clients across globe. We use advance technologies and meet the 
specifications of the clients. We are employed with a team of quality testers who supervise 
each stage of our business and ensure us to offer a comprehensive range to the customers.  
Our organization follows certain policy of providing quality products to our clients.  

Client Satisfaction

Client satisfaction is our prime factor of our company.  We offer customize products to our 
clients and help us to maintain cordial relationships with them. In the process of offering the 
best to the industry and also accept client feedback and important suggestions on the wide 
range of products. We also customize our products and suit the specifications of our clients.  
These instruments are known for high quality, accurate dimensions and long service life. Thus 
we offer 100% client satisfaction for our entire clients.

Products

Measuring Instruments

We offer complete range of  Measuring Instruments and tools manufactured by world’s 
most reputed manufacturers. Our customers can avail from us Measuring instruments that are 
known for their quality and long service life. We also stock and sell Measuring range of thread 
plug & ring gauges and offer special prices. These are designed as per the latest norms of the 
industry. Our  ranges  of  measuring  instruments  are  serving  different  industries  with  the 
measurements of different entities.

Baker - Thread Gauges

We have  expertise  in  Wholesaling  and trading  Baker -  Thread Gauges a  qualitative 
variety of Special Thread Gauges.  All our products carry a certificate giving actual measured 
values, traceable to National / International Standards. Our quality auditors conduct stringent 
tests on each and every piece, and guarantee a flawless quality of end-products.  These are 
available in different sizes. Designs and can be customized as per client’s request. Our range 
comprises Baker Plain Plug Gauges,  Miniature Thread Gauges etc. Clients can avail  our 
range at industry leading prices.

 Baker Plain Plug Gauges

We offer a wide range of  Baker Plain Plug Gauges to our clients. These are designed 



using  quality  material  and  latest  technology. These  advances  are  incorporated  by  our 
knowledgeable and experienced engineers and skilled workers, who strive to provide quality 
products  to  the  customers.  Our  gauges  are  designed  as  per  the  latest  technological  
developments made in the domain. We have a wide variety of these gauges made exactly 
according to the accuracies stated by the client.

Miniature Thread Gauges

Our organization has gained vast expertise in offering a superior range Miniature Thread 
Gauges. These gauges consist  of  accurate  specifications  & design.  Our  range s  highly 
appreciated for its features like maximum durability and corrosion resistance. We trade these 
in various specifications, clients can avail our products at competitive prices. We also conduct 
extensive quality checks on our range to ensure compliance with the set quality norms.

Baker – Micrometers

We are  a  well-established  trading  house of  a  wide  array of  gauge systems that  include 
Baker – Micrometers. Our gauge systems are widely appreciated for the chief properties 
such as dimensional accuracy, operational efficiency and manual operation. Micrometers are 
generally used in research laboratories. Our quality experts make sure that our range is free 
from any kind  of  defects  and  ideal  for  uses.  We supply  these  in  various  sizes  and  are  
available at reasonable prices.

External Micrometers

Our esteemed clients can avail from us an exclusive range of External Micrometers at 
industry  leading  prices.  These  micrometers  have  the  ability  to  directly  readout  the 
measurements. This also helps in stopping the repetitive measurements. These micrometers 
are available with spanner wrench, which imparts them quick & easy zero adjustment ability. 
These  micrometers  are  fabricated  using  top  quality  stainless  steel,  which  ensure  higher 
accuracy in measurement.

Blade Micrometers

We offer a unique range of Blade Micrometers to our clients. These are developed under 
the guidance of our experts and in accordance with industry defined parameters. These blade 
micrometers  are  widely  appreciated,  owing  to  their  unique  features  such  as  efficiency, 
optimum functionality and are highly durable. We offer these in different specifications to suit  
the varied requirements of the clients. Our micrometers are economically priced and are in 
compliance with industry norms & standards.

Baker - Dial Gauges (N)



We are involved in trading of a wide array of measurement tools such as  Baker - Dial 
Gauges (N). These gauges are extensively used for measuring the width, thickness and 
depth of bore well. Our gauges are available at market leading prices and can be procured in  
various  sizes  and  designs  as  per  the  specific  demands  of  clients.  We  offer  convenient  
payment modes to our esteemed customers in order to build large client base. These are  
available at reasonable prices.

Back Plunger Type Dial Gauges

We offer a comprehensive range of  Back Plunger Type Dial Gauges to our clients at 
industry prices. Our range is well known for durability and high performance. Our range is  
available  in  different  specifications and extensively used in  various industries.  We supply 
these at large scales and are also available at affordable prices. These are highly appreciated  
for its specific features like low maintenance, longer service life

Bezel dia Type Reading Range Graduation
38mm F01 0.01mm 2.0mm 0-50-0
38mm F02 0.01mm 2.0mm 0-100
38mm F51 0.001inch 0.1inch 0-50-0
38mm F52 0.001inch 0.1inch 0-100

Baker Bore Gauges

We are one of the noted traders and Wholesaler of Baker Bore Gauges. All bore gauges 
operate on the proven principle of two diametrically opposite measuring points, one fixed and 
one moving with a spring loaded centralizing shoe. Our gauging systems are applauded for 
the salient properties such as dimensional accuracy, light weight and precision measurement.  
We fabricate our gauges using high quality components that are supplied to us by the certified 
vendors.

10-18 mm range (0. 4"-0. 7")

type reading depth graduation

j603 0. 01 mm 100 mm 0. 50-0

j609 0. 001 in 100 mm 0. 50-0

 

18-50 mm range (3/4"-2")

type reading depth graduation

j703 0. 01 mm 150 mm 0. 50-0



j709 0. 002 mm 150 mm 0. 10-0

j753 0. 0005 in 6 in 0. 25-0

j761 0. 0001in 6 in 0. 50-0

 

Totem Forbes

We are engaged in providing a qualitative range of Totem Forbes to our clients at industry 
leading prices. All these products are made up of supreme quality raw material bought from a 
reliable  vendor  in  the  market.  New  equipments  and  latest  technologies  are  used  while  
fabricating these products. These are exclusively designed and are long lasting as well. Our 
array of taps possesses great rigidity as a result of the absence of cutting edge.

HSS Ground Thread Taps

With the help of our experts, we offer unmatched range of HSS Ground Thread Taps to 
our clients. These products are well recognized in the market owing to their properties such 
as  longer  functional  life,  durability,  excellent  performance,  precise  dimension  and  fine 
finishing. With the support of our team members, we meet the bulk demand of our clients  
within the committed time frame. These are manufactured under the guidance of our experts 
and in accordance with industry standards.

Silver Cut Taps

We are engaged in wholesaling and trading the superior quality Silver Cut Taps. These are 
the tapes easy and convenient to operate as per its designs as operated manually. We offer 
these in various sizes and shapes as per the requirements of the clients at reasonable prices.  
We offer such a taps as it helps in hole making process on the manual mill with its common 
principles. These are available in standard sizes as well as according to specific requirement 
of our valued customers. 

Features & Benefits
 
 Material Specific Tool geometry for optional performance.
 Consistent and tight thread tolerance.
 Mass production and long tool life.
 Surface Treatment to suit application material group.
 High operating parameters suitable for CNC Machines.



Measuring Instruments Vernier Calipers

We provide superior quality Measuring Instruments Vernier Calipers that is ideal to 
be  used  in  varied  measuring  applications.  We  manufacture  these  with  premium  quality 
materials and are designed as per the specifications given by the clients.  We supply these  
products both in standard and customized models and are available at reasonable prices. 
These are developed under the guidance of our experts and in accordance with industry 
defined parameters.

Mini Vernier Caliper

Our organization is engaged in offering a wide range of Mini Vernier Caliper. These are 
provided in various specifications that meet the individual requirement of our esteemed clients 
they are highly robust in structure and are efficient in performance. These calipers are used 
by  engineers  and  technocrats  to  measure  the  thickness  of  various  instruments.  These 
calipers are famous among our clients for their smooth edges, innovative designs and error 
proof readings

Code Range Graduation
1204-70 0-70mm 0.05mm

Vernier Caliper

We have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  Vernier Caliper  to  our  clients  as  per  their 
requirement. This range is installed with the hi-tech features and is utilized in measuring the 
depth  accurately.  This  vernier  caliper  is  offered  in  different  specifications  as  per  the 
specifications detailed by the clients. These is known for high quality, resistance to corrosion, 
rust, and weather and is used in different industries like calibration labs / test houses, cement,  
ceramic, chemicals, construction, defense, education, and irrigation.

Code Range Graduation
1205-100 0-100mm/0-4" 0.05mm/1/128" 
1205-150 0-150mm/0-6" 0.05mm/1/128"
1205-200 0-200mm/0-8" 0.05mm/1/128"
1205-300 0-300mm/0-12" 0.05mm/1/128"

Measuring Instruments Special Purpose Caliper



We have gained vast expertise in offering Measuring Instruments Special Purpose 
Caliperto our clients as per their requirement. These instruments are fabricated under the 
guidance  of  our  experienced  professionals  that  meet  industry  standards.  Our  range 
comprises of Electronic Tube Caliper, Tube Vernier Caliper. These products are 
widely used in various industries and sectors for diverse applications. These are available at 
industry leading prices.

 Electronic Tube Caliper

These have excellent finish and therefore are long lasting giving accurate. These calipers are 
provided with a round bar main scale to accurately measure tube wall thickness of various 
products.  We can also provide these calipers in customized packaging as desired by our 
clients. They are functionally identical, with different ways of reading the result. These calipers 
comprise a calibrated scale with a fixed jaw. They are usually fairly susceptible to  shock 
damage. They are also very prone to getting dirt in the gears, which can cause accuracy 
problems.

Code Range

1161-150 0-150mm/0-6"

Tube Vernier Caliper

The measure taken will  usually be between two of the smallest graduations on this scale.  
vernier Caliper is particularly high, allowing one to accurately differentiate between aligned 
and misaligned marks on a Vernier scale. A caliper can be as simple as a compass with 
inward or outward-facing points. Vernier calipers are rugged and have long lasting accuracy,  
are coolant proof, are not affected by magnetic fields, and are largely shock proof.

Code Range
1261-150 0-150mm/0-6"

Measuring Instruments Depth Caliper

We offer an extensive range of Measuring Instruments Depth Caliper .The measuring scale 
protrudes from the center of a flat blade. These are durable, precisely engineered and provide 
accurate results. These depth vernier gauges are extensively used for the measurement of 
depth and step. Our clients can purchase customized solutions of these gauges as per their  
requirements at most competitive prices.



Electronic Depth Caliper

We are well established wholesaler and trader of a qualitative range of Electronic Depth 
Caliper at competitive prices. Our expert engineers work with latest technology to design 
these sleek and sturdy calipers with long jaws to measure the thickness of products with more 
depth. This range is manufactured by making use of sophisticated technology and is offered 
in varied models such as digital and manual. Our calipers are easy to handle, durable and 
help in deriving accurate calculations.

Code Range Base length
1141-150 0-150mm/0-6" 100mm/3.9'
1141-200 0-200mm/0-8" 100mm/3.9'
1141-300 0-300mm/0-12" 150mm/5.9'
1141-500 0-500mm/0-20" 150mm/5.9'

Electronic Depth Caliper with Hook

We offer a wide range of  Electronic Depth Caliper with Hook type calipers, which are 
exclusively designed as per the client’s needs & requirements. Our range of calipers is widely 
used in diverse industries. These have excellent finish and therefore are long lasting giving 
accurate results. These are offered at market leading price. this range is manufactured by 
making use of sophisticated technology and is offered in varied models such as digital and 
manual

Code Range Base length
1142-150 0-150mm/0-6" 100mm/3.9'
1142-200 0-200mm/0-8" 100mm/3.9'
1142-300 0-300mm/0-12" 150mm/5.9'
1142-500 0-500mm/0-20" 150mm/5.9'

Measuring Instruments Height Gauge

We present  a wide range of Measuring Instruments Height Gauge to our clients. 
They  are  precisely  engineered  as  per  the  industry  standards  to  provide  accurate 
measurement  without  any  discrepancies.  These  measuring  height  gauges  are  used  in 
metalworking or metrology to either set or measure vertical  distances .this gauge can be 



availed in different sizes. Our product includes Electronic Height Gauge and Multi-  Beam 
Electronic Height Gauge. These are available at marketing price.

Electronic Height Gauge

Our organization is involved in wholesale a wide range Electronic Height Gauge. This 
electronic  height  gauge  is  accurate  in  performance  and  serves  varied  applications  and 
requirements with absolute efficiency. We trade these at reasonable price as per standards.  
Our range of height gauges finds application in metal working or metrology. These gauges are 
equipped with adjustable sliding scales for better operations.

Code Range Base
1150-300 0-300mm/0-12" A
1150-500 0-500mm/0-20" A
1150-600 0-600mm/0-24" A
1150-1000 0-1000mm/0-40" B
1150-1500 0-1500mm/0-60" B
1150-2000 0-2000mm/0-80" B

Multi- Beam Electronic Height Gauge

We are renowned trader and wholesaler of  Multi- Beam Electronic Height Gauge. 
This is an instrument to measure the height of equipment using verinier scale. Our range of  
Height Gauges are designed for measuring the heights of tools, laboratory apparatus etc with 
greater  accuracy.  These products  are  manufactured using  high  quality  materials  that  are 
sourced from certified vendors. These electronic gauges provide longer functionality.

Code Range Beam
1151-300 0-300mm/0-12" 2
1151-450 0-450mm/0-18" 2
1151-500 0-500mm/0-20" 2
1151-600 0-600mm/0-24" 2
1151-1000 0-1000mm/0-40" 3

Measuring Instruments outside Micrometer

These are widely appreciated by our clients for their correct measurements and results. The 
measuring surfaces of micrometer are deposited with hard alloy, used widely in machining 
and other fields for precisely measuring. These devices are used to measure the diameter of 



a  cylinder,  sphere,  or  other  round  object  with  a  very  high  degree  of  accuracy.  

Double Display Electronic Outside Micrometer

We  are  involved  in  trading  high  quality Double  Display  Electronic  outside 
Micrometer. These  are  available  in  different  sizes  and can  be customized  as  per  the 
requirement  of  clients. There  are  mechanical,  dial  type,  digit  counter  type  and  digimatic 
versions available. These can be purchased from us at industry leading prices. These are 
used for mechanical trades and other metro logical purposes

Code Range
3104-30 0-30mm/0-1.2"
3104-55 25-55mm/1-2.2"
3104-80 50-80mm/2-3.2"
3104-105 75-105mm/3-4.2"
3104-130 100-130mm/4-5.2"
3104-155 125-155mm/5-6.2"
3104-180 150-180mm/6-7.2"
3104-205 175-205mm/7-8.2"

Electronic Outside Micrometer

We provide a unique range of Electronic outside Micrometer to our clients. We offer 
these at industry leading prices to our respected clients along with various easy payment 
modes for their convenience. These electronic outside micrometers are in great demand in 
the industry due to their unique features such as reliability, durability and precise working.  
This micrometer is widely used to measure shafts, blocks, spheres and wires precisely. These 
can be availed from us in normal rates.

Code Range
3100-25 0-25mm/0-1"
3100-50 25-50mm/1-2"
3100-75 50-75mm/2-3"
3100-100 75-100mm/3-4"
3100-125 100-125mm/4-5"
3100-150 125-150mm/5-6"
3100-175 150-175mm/6-7"



3100-200 175-200mm/7-8"

Code Range
3100-33 0-75mm/0-3" (3pcs)
3100-44 0-100mm/0-4" (4pcs)
3100-66 0-150mm/0-6" (6pcs)

Measuring Instruments Special Purpose Micrometer

We  bring  forth  a  varied  range  of  Measuring  Instruments  Special  Purpose 
Micrometer for wide industrial applications. These micrometers can be tapered for easy 
access to the difficult  areas. Procured from reputed vendors, our range of micrometers is 
available at industry leading prices. These micrometers are manufactured using quality tested 
raw material. These are widely used by oil & petroleum industries. 

Blade Micrometer

Our  organization  offers  a  wide  array  of Blade Micrometer.  These  can  be  availed  in 
different sizes and are traded widely. Our clients can avail our range as per their requirements  
and that too at a highly economical price. These highly qualitative blade micrometers are  
made from quality-tested raw materials. These are packed in the quality packing material for 
safe delivery of our products.

Code Range Code Range
3232-25 0-25mm 3232-1 0-1"
3232-50 25-50mm 3232-2 1-2"
3232-75 50-75mm 3232-3 2-3"
3232-100 75-100mm 3232-4 3-4"
3232-125 100-125mm 3232-5 4-5"
3232-150 125-150mm 3232-6 5-6"
3232-175 150-175mm 3232-7 6-7"

Electronic Blade Micrometer

We wholesale and trade a qualitative range of Extrusion Lamination Machines. These 
are widely appreciated by our clients for durability and performance. Our professionals design 
these micrometers with precision by using latest technologies available with us. Our clients 
can avail our range as per their requirements and that too at a highly economical price. Our  
ranges of these plants are highly applicable in various industries.

Code Code Range



3532-25 3132-25 0-25mm/0-1"
3532-50 3132-50 25-50mm/1-2"
3532-75 3132-75 50-75mm/2-3"
3532-100 3132-100 75-100mm/3-4"
3532-125 3132-125 100-125mm/4-5"
3532-150 3132-150 125-150mm/5-6"
3132-175 3132-175 150-175mm/6-7"

 
Measuring Instruments Micro meter with Dial Instruments

We  offer  a  superior  range  of  Measuring  Instruments  Micro  meter  With  Dial 
Instruments to our clients. The gauge plunger is between the two buttons, directly opposite 
the post. This allows you to measure the big end of a connecting rod or the diameter of a  
cylinder bore. We manufacture these products using high quality stainless steel. Measuring 
instruments  are  mostly  used  in  civil  engineering  construction. These  instruments  are 
extensively used in quality control laboratory

Micrometer with Dial Indicator

We are a well known trader of Micrometer with Dial Indicator. These are used for 
accurate measurement of small distances, in Machining & Mechanical Engineering. These 
instruments for indicating wind speed and direction are housed in matching circular molded 
plastic cases. Our range is designed as per the industry standards and is tested at regular  
intervals  during  the  production  cycle. These  dial  indicator  stand  are  heavy  and  rigid  in 
construction and the column can move to & fro to full base length.

Code Range Code Range
3296-100 0-100mm 3296-4 0-4"
3296-200 100-200mm 3296-8 4-8"
3296-300 200-300mm 3296-12 8-12"
3296-400 300-400mm 3296-16 12-16"
3296-500 400-500mm 3296-20 16-20"
3296-600 500-600mm 3296-24 20-24"
3296-700 600-700mm 3296-28 24-28"
3296-800 700-800mm 3296-32 28-32"
296-900 800-900mm 3296-36 32-36"
3296-1000 900-1000mm 3296-40 36-40"



Electronic Micrometer with Dial Indicator

Our company is engaged in trading a wide range of Electronic Micrometer with Dial Indicator, 
which  is  highly  accurate  and  reliable.  This  system  is  more  useful  for  engineering 
demonstrations. Our range of products is procured from leading vendors who are known for 
providing quality product. These are high in quality and are tested under safety parameter that  
ensures that these are defect free. We offer these indicators at market leading prices.

Code Code Range
3596-100 3196-100 0-100mm/0-4"
3596-200 3196-200 100-200mm/4-8"
3596-300 3196-300 200-300mm/8-12"
3596-400 3196-400 300-400mm/12-16"
3596-500 3196-500 400-500mm/16-20"
3596-600 3196-600 500-600mm/20-24"
3596-700 3196-700 600-700mm/24-28"
3596-800 3196-800 700-800mm/28-32"
3596-900 3196-900 800-900mm/32-36"
3596-1000 3196-1000 900-1000mm/36-40"

Measuring Instruments Groove Micrometer

We hold expertise in providing a qualitative range of Measuring Instruments Groove 
Micrometer to our clients. These are manufactured from finest quality raw material and are 
known for  their  durability  and better  conductivity.  These products  are  of  high-quality  and 
offered at a moderate price. The Baker range of products consists of micrometers, vernier 
calipers, dial gauges, digital height gauges, dial calipers, digital calipers, etc

Groove Micrometer

We are a trusted wholesaler of an exclusive range of Groove Micrometer. Our ranges of 
products  are  designed  as  per  the  industry  standards. These  micrometers  are  widely 
appreciated in different industries, for its reliability and efficient performance. They also come 
with flanged spindle to effectively measure the width, depth and location of grooves inside or 
outside bores and tubes. These products are widely used in various industries and sectors for 
diverse applications.  



Code   Range(outside)   Range(inside)
  3287-25   0-25mm   1.6-26.5mm
  3287-50   25-50mm   26.5-51.5mm
  3287-75   50-75mm   51.5-76.5mm
  3287-100   75-100mm   76.5-101.5mm
  Code   Range(outside)   Range(inside)
  3287-1   0-1"   0.06-1.05"
  3287-2   1-2"   1.05-2.05"
  3287-3   2-3"   2.05-3.05"
  3287-4   3-4"   3.05-4.05"

• Graduation: metric0.01mm inch0.001"

• Flanged spindle to measure width, depth and location of grooves inside/outside bores and tubes

• Two graduations for inside and outside measurement

• Packed in plastic box or wooden box

Measuring Instruments Depth Micrometer

Our  organization  provides  a  wide  range  of  Measuring  Instruments  Depth 
Micrometer to our clients at market leading prices. These are acknowledged worldwide 
owing to their  attributes like strong and highly durable in operation.  Our ranges of  these 
instruments  are  manufactured  using  quality  material.  These  can  be  modified  in  various 
varieties as per the clients demand and can be obtained from us at reasonable prices.

Depth Micrometer

We offer a wide assortment of Depth Micrometers at different heights. These are provided 
with interchangeable run through rods for depth measurement.  This equipment finds wide 
application in various laboratories. These micrometers are precisely designed by a team of  
skilled  personnel,  at  the  vendor’s  end  using  high  quality  raw materials  to  ensure  longer 
service life and high durability. Our products are highly reputed in the market for its accuracy,  
durability and efficient operating mode.

 Code   Range



  3241-25   0-25mm
  3241-50   0-50mm
  3241-100   0-100mm
  3241-150   0-150mm
  3241-200   0-200mm
  3241-300   0-300mm
  Code   Range
  3241-1   0-1"
  3241-2   0-2"
  3241-4   0-4"
  3241-6   0-6"
  3241-8   0-8"
  3241-12   0-12"

 

Electronic Depth Micrometer

These are used for accurate measurement of small distances, in Machining & Mechanical 
Engineering. These Products offered by us are made by implementing latest technologies 
which make these highly durable and reliable.  These Micrometers are easily available  in 
market. The micrometer and fiducially indicator anvils are tungsten carbide tipped to provide 
greater life. This is specially designed for single handed operations with special adjustable 
stop for short range transducers.

Code   Code   Range
  3540-25   3140-25   0-25mm/0-1"
  3540-50   3140-50   0-50mm/0-2"
  3540-100   3140-100   0-100mm/0-4"
  3540-150   3140-150   0-150mm/0-6"
  3540-200   3140-200   0-200mm/0-8"
  3540-300   3140-300   0-300mm/0-12"

Measuring Instruments inside Micrometer

We  are  a  leading  name  of  the  industry  engaged  in  offering  a  variety  of Measuring 
Instruments  inside  Micrometer.  These  are  widely  used  in  various  industries  for 
different applications. They are known for their features like sturdy construction, durability, 
flexibility, reliability and provide long lasting service. These are available in different sizes. We 
have made sure that all the products are stringently checked on various parameters by the 



quality controllers before delivering these to the clients.

Inside Micrometer

We procure these micrometers from the reliable vendors of the market, designed by a team of  
technical experts using graded raw materials as per the norms of the industry. Our offered 
range is  acknowledged for  excellent  functioning,  easy installation,  and cost-effectiveness. 
These micrometers can be supplied in different specifications to suit the varied requirements 
of the clients.

Code   Range   Code   Range

  3220-30   5-30mm   3220-1   0.2-1.2"

  3220-50   25-50mm   3220-2   1-2"

  3220-75   50-75mm   3220-3   2-3"

  3220-100   75-100mm   3220-4   3-4"

  3220-125   100-125mm   3220-5   4-5"

  3220-150   125-150mm   3220-6   5-6"

  3220-175   150-175mm   3220-7   6-7"

  3220-200   175-200mm   3220-8   7-8"
 

Electronic Inside Micrometer

We  are  specialized  in  offering  Electronic  inside  Micrometer to  our  customers  at 
superior range.  These micrometers are made with international quality standards.  These are 
designed by a team of technical experts using graded raw materials as per the norms of the 
industry.  These micrometers  can  be supplied  in  different  specifications  to  suit  the  varied 
requirements  of  the  clients.  This  is  widely  used  to  measure  precisely  small  distances in 
mechanical engineering and machining.

Code   Code   Range
  3520-30   3120-30   5-30mm/0.2-1.2"
  3520-50   3120-50   25-50mm/1-2"
  3520-75   3120-75   50-75mm/2-3"
  3520-100   3120-100   75-100mm/3-4"
  3520-125   3120-125   100-125mm/4-5"
  3520-150   3120-150   125-150mm/5-6"
  3520-175   3120-175   150-175mm/6-7"
  3520-200   3120-200   175-200mm/7-8"



Measuring Instrument Internal Micrometer

We are able to offer Measuring Instrument Internal Micrometer at a wide range to 
our clients. These measuring instruments are mostly used in civil engineering construction, 
energy industry  and  machine  manufacturers.  Our  skillful  team of  experts  is  proficient  in 
designing these micrometers with  small  measuring faces in tandem with  the international 
quality standards. These are available at reasonable price.

Internal Micrometer

We  trade  wide  ranges  of  Internal  Micrometer  are  used  in  various  industrial 
applications  .These  micrometers  are  robust  in  construction  in  design  and  highly  used  in 
different industrial purposes. These are easy in operating and take very less maintenance 
cost. Our range finds huge demand in the international market for the superior quality, high 
accuracy and easy handling. Our clients can avail at market price.

Code   Range
  3221-32   25-32mm
  3221-50   25-50mm
  3221-63   50-63mm
  3221-200   50-200mm
  3221-300   50-300mm
  3221-225   200-225mm
  3221-500   200-500mm
  3221-1000   200-1000mm

  Code   Range
  3221-125   1-1.25"
  3221-2   1-2"
  3221-25   2-2.5"
  3221-8   2-8"
  3221-12   2-12"
  3221-9   8-9"
  3221-20   8-20"
  3221-40   8-40"

 
Internal Micrometer

We offer an assortment of  Internal Micrometer to our clients that are fabricated using 
premium quality raw material. Our offered range is acknowledged for excellent functioning,  



easy installation, and cost-effectiveness. Our range finds huge demand in the international 
market  for  the  superior  quality,  high  accuracy  and  easy  handling. Our  offered  range  is 
acknowledged for excellent functioning, easy installation, and cost-effectiveness.

• Graduation: metric0.01mm inch0.001"
• Micrometer head 50-63mm or 2-2.5",diameter of rod 15.5mm or 0.61"
• Carbide tips
• With zero adjusting wrench
• Supplied with standard block
• Packed in plastic box or wooden box

Code  Range   Extension rods
  3225-125  100-125mm   micrometer head
  3225-500  100-500mm   25mm, 50mm, 100mm, 200mm
  3225-900  100-900mm   25mm, 50mm, 100mm, 200mm, 400mm
  3225-1300  100-1300mm   25mm, 50mm, 100mm, 200mm,   400mm(2pcs)
  3225-1700  100-1700mm   25mm, 50mm, 100mm, 200mm,   400mm(3pcs)
  3225-2100  100-2100mm   25mm, 50mm, 100mm, 200mm,     400mm(4pcs)
  Code  Range   Extension rods
  3225-5  4-5"   micrometer head
  3225-20  4-20"   1", 2", 4", 8"
  3225-36  4-36"   1", 2", 4", 8", 16"
  3225-52  4-52"   1", 2", 4", 8", 16"(2pcs)
  3225-68  4-68"   1", 2", 4", 8", 16"(3pcs)
  3225-84  4-84"   1", 2", 4", 8", 16"(4pcs)

Measuring Instrument Three Point inside Micrometer

Our organization is engaged in offering a wide range of  Measuring Instrument Three 
Point inside Micrometer  that  is  known for  its  accurate readings,  functional,  superior 
performance, technical accuracy, reliability and safety. These micrometers can be supplied in 
different  specifications  to  suit  the  varied  requirements  of  the  clients. they  are  widely 
demanded by various industries.

Three Points inside Micrometer

We trade  Three Points inside Micrometer  extensively recognized for their optimum 
performance, consistent performance, highly durable and have longer service life widely used 



in  various industries.  These instruments are widely acclaimed for their  accurate and long 
lasting performance. These are available in different sizes and can be customized as per the 
requirement of clients. We provide these micrometers at customer friendly prices.

Code    Range   Code   Range   Measuring 
depth

  3227-4    3-4mm   3227-E016   0.12-0.16"    22.5mm/0.9"
  3227-5    4-5mm   3227-E02   0.16-0.2"    22.5mm/0.9"
  3227-6   5-6mm   3227-E024   0.2-0.24"    22.5mm/0.9"
    3227-E028   0.24-0.28"    0.9"

 Code    Range   Code   Range
  3227-363   3-6mm (3pcs)   3227-E284   0.12-0.28" (4pcs)

 
Three Points inside Micrometer

We trade  Three Points inside Micrometer in using premium quality raw material to 
ensure  their  long  working  life  as  well  as  durability.  These  measuring  instruments  are 
extensively used in educational institutes and laboratory for measuring and experimenting. 
These are  available  in  different  sizes  and can be customized as  per  the  requirement  of  
clients. They are offered at competitive prices.

Code   Range
  3227-8   6-8mm
  3227-10   8-10mm
  3227-12   10-12mm
  Code   Range
  3227-123   6-12mm (3pcs)
  Code   Range
  3227-E035   0.275-0.35"
  3227-E043   0.35-0.425"
  3227-E05   0.425-0.5"
  Code   Range
  3227-E053   0.275-0.5"(3pcs)

Measuring Instrument Micrometer Head
We are  engaged  in  offering  a  huge  gamut  of Measuring Instrument  Micrometer 
Head. Our products are acknowledged by the clients for their longer functional life and cost-
effect rates. These are appreciated in the industry because of their attributes like precision 
engineering,  reliability  and  durability. These  measuring  head  allows  simultaneous 
measurement using two measurement modes, such as measuring the diameter.



Electronic Micrometer Head

We offer these Electronic Micrometer Head in industry set standard sizes, as per the 
clients’ requirements. These micrometers are manufactured using quality tested raw material.  
These micrometers are widely appreciated, owing to their unique features such as optimum 
quality,  efficient  functionality  and  are  highly  durable.  Our  vendors  have  designed  these 
instruments with interchangeable anvils in tube type low-weight model. Our clients can avail 
these products at reasonable prices and as per their specific requirements.

Code   Range

  6352-25   0-25mm/0-1"
 

Electronic Micrometer Head

We are engaged in trading a wide range of Electronic Micrometer Head. These are 
used for accurate measurement of small distances, in Machining & Mechanical Engineering. 
These are made by implementing latest technologies which make these highly durable and 
reliable. We take into account the diverse application needs of our international clients and 
offer suitable range of micrometer heads. These micrometer heads are very popular in the 
global markets. 

Code   Range
  6352-25   0-25mm/0-1"

 Measuring Instrument Dial Indicator

We offer a wide range of Measuring Instrument Dial Indicator. These instruments 
used  to  accurately  measure  small  linear  distances.  This  range  is  made  using  superior 
technology and components. These are used in various industries to measure variations in 
linear dimensions, shapes and position tolerance of other equipment. Our range is designed 
as per the industry standards and is tested at regular intervals during the production cycle.

Electronic Digital Indicator

We trade quality electronic digital indicators to our clients. Our range of Digital Indicator can 
be  easily  calibrated  using  a  keypad.  These  are  checked  thoroughly  at  every  stage  of  
production. Our Electronic Digital Indicators for Filter Beds posses following salient attributes 
durable, easy to handle. These are designed in accordance with latest techniques, and we 
offer these to various Industries and Laboratories.



Code   Range   Stem diameter
  2101-10   0-10mm/0-0.5"   8mm
  2101-25   0-25mm/0-1"   8mm
  2101-10E   0-0.5"/0-10mm   3/8”
  2101-25E   0-1"/0-25mm   3/8“

 
Electronic Digital Indicator

We  deal  in  wholesale  of Electronic  Digital  Indicator.  These  are  based  on 
microprocessors. These are in high demands and are appreciated by our clients. Also, these 
are provided at industry leading prices. This instrument has a large display which facilitates 
plant operator to read PV very conveniently from far distance. These indicators are ideal to 
measure and display temperature, pressure, flow, level, humidity and other characteristics 
with a measurement accuracy of full scale.

 Code   Range   Stem diameter
  2102-10   0-10mm/0-0.5"   8mm
  2102-25   0-25mm/0-1"   8mm
  2102-10E   0-0.5"/0-10mm   3/8'
  2102-25E   0-1"/0-25mm   3/8'

 
 
Measuring Instrument Dial Test Indicator

We have emerged as one of the leading traders and wholesaler of  a broad collection of  
Measuring  Instruments.  These  are  offered  to  our  valuable  clients  after  durability  testing, 
Power and high-voltage engineering and Experimental stress analysis. These  products find 
wide application in testing concentricity, cup depth, and punch concentric and overall length of  
other  equipment. These  dial  indicator  stand  are  heavy  and  rigid  in  construction  and  the 
column can move to & fro to full base length.

Electronic Digital Test Indicator

We offer a wide range of Electronic Digital Test Indicator which is used in various 
purposes. These are made in various specifications based on the requirement of the client.  
They are available at affordable price. These indicators are widely appreciated by our clients 
for its unique features durability, long lasting service, free from resistant and reliability. We 
charge industry leading rates.

Code Range Resolution
2181-05 +/-0.5mm/0.02" 0.001mm/0.0001"

Dial Test Indicator



We provide  a wide variety of Dial Test Indicator  to our clients.  These are known for 
corrosion, weather resistance, and effective usage and are continuously used for monitoring 
and  controlling  applications  in  force  &  load  of  testing  and  measuring  machines.  These 
instruments come in variety of models and are the best in the market. They are long-lasting 
and perform well. Our clients can avail at normal price.

Code Range Graduation Bezel diameter

2380-08 0-0.8mm 0.01mm 30mm

2381-08 0-0.8mm 0.01mm 37.5mm

2380-02 0-0.2mm 0.002mm 30mm

2381-02 0-0.2mm 0.002mm 37.5mm

Code Range Graduation Bezel diameter

2380-31 0-0.03" 0.001" 1.18"

2381-31 0-0.03" 0.001" 1.48"

2380-35 0-0.03" 0.0005" 1.18"

2381-35 0-0.03" 0.0005" 1.48"

2380-301 0-0.008" 0.0001" 1.18"

2381-301 0-0.008" 0.0001" 1.48"



Measuring Instrument Linear Gauge

We are  one  of  the  reliable  traders  of  an  extensive  range  of  Measuring Instrument 
Linear Gauge. These are customized as per the specifications of our clients. Clients can 
avail from us this instrument at affordable price. These gauges can be easily mounted on 
stem, panel and surface. These gauges are equipped with adjustable sliding scales for better 
operations. Our quality experts make sure that our range is free of all defects and ideal for the  
applications for which it is intended.

Linear Gauge

Our organization is involved in wholesaling a wide range Linear Gauge. Our range is ideal 
for  small  sized  diameters  requiring  accurate  gauging,  segregation  and  possesses  quick 
response time with accurate reading of taper, size. These have precise calibration with simple 
span  and  zero  adjustments.  These  is  demanded  by  our  clients  for  its  durability,  low 
maintenance, chemical & rust resistance and compact designs,

 Code   Range   Stroke
  7103   +/-2mm(+/-0.1")   4.3mm/0.17"

Counter

We are leading in trading and wholesaling of counter. These are very elegant, simple and 
easy to use. Our company is widely acclaimed for high functionality of product.  We have 
efficient  team  of  workforce,  who  assists  us  in  designing  these  counters  with  innovative 
approach.  Our  counters  are  quite  affordable  and  this  is  what  makes  these  all  the  more 
popular. Clients can get this range in different sizes, models and capacities,

Code  Accept linear gauge  Digital resolution  Display range
  7104  1pc  0.1μm  +/-2000μm



  7104-E  2pcs  5μin  +/-100000μin

Measuring Instrument Magnetic Stand

We are  instrumental  in  offering  a  wide  range  of Measuring Instrument  Magnetic 
Stand, which is precise engineered and highly versatile. These stands are highly suitable for 
adjustment with zero settings and are capable of mounting digimatic indicators.  The products 
are delivered in a hassle-free manner and within committed time frame. These are widely 
used  acorss  the  country  and  appreciated  for  their  precise  result.  Our  product  includes 
Magnetic Stand etc.

Magnetic Stand

We are acknowledged as a leading trader of high grade Magnetic stand for our valuable 
clients .These  stands  have  a  very  strong  level  of  magnetic  power  which  can  be  even 
neutralized when the magnet does not require to be used. These stands have been designed 
using state of art technology and they are made using high quality materials which are bought 
from very reliable vendors.

Code   Magnetic force
  6200-60   60kgf/132lbf

Magnetic Stand

We offer  highly  efficient  and  better  durable  range  of Magnetic  Stand.  These  stands 
comprise of articulated arms for clamping the dial indicator and other instrument. These are 
intricately designed using superior quality raw materials teamed up with advanced technology 
to  ensure  their  durability  and  longer  service  life.  We provide  this  range  as  per  required 
specifications of our clients. We offer these products at market leading price. he products 
easily get adapted to comparator work and thickness gauges.

Code   Magnetic force

 6201-60   60kgf/132lbf
 
Measuring Instrument Bench Center

 We are able to offer Measuring Instrument Bench Center at a wide range. Our bench 
centers are acknowledged for sturdy construction, reliable performance and durability. These 
are available in different specifications to meet exact requirements of our valued. These are 



measuring instruments are mostly used in civil engineering construction, energy industry and 
machine manufacturers. Our products include Bench Center.

Bench Center

We provide unmatched range of Bench Center to our clients at industry leading prices. Our 
range is available in various specifications, which can be customized as per the requirement  
of our clients. These bench centers are utilized in machine shops, tool rooms and standard 
rooms  for  checking  parameters  such  as  concentricity,  parallelism  and  true  rotation  of 
components. These are used in various physics labs and centers.

Code

  4185
 

 

Bench Center

Our Bench Center extensively demanded in national as well as international market due to its 
properties  excellent  finish,  dimensional  accuracy,  smooth performance,  resistance against 
corrosion. These are available in different material grades as well as surface finishes thus 
meeting the varied needs of our esteemed clients. These centers are having such design that 
on placing at any centre distance, they remain aligned. These bench centers are widely used 
in tool rooms, machine shops and standard rooms of various heavy duty industries.

Code  Distance between  two 
centers

 Maximum swing  Overall length

 4186-400  400mm/15.8"  300mm/11.8"  750mm/29.5"

Measuring Instrument Dial Bore Gauge

We offer our client  Measuring Instrument Dial Bore Gauge  used as measuring or 
transfer tools in the process of accurately measuring holes. These instruments have gained 
huge appreciation from our clients for their various features like dimensional accuracy, high 
efficiency  and  perfect  measurement  capacity. These  are  widely  used  with  pneumatic 



transmission  of  process variables. These are  available  in  wide  variety,  which  makes our 
range exclusive.

Dial Bore Gauge

These gauges have a dial indicator graduation.  We offer these products at highly competitive 
prices. Our gauges are also known for their high worm mechanism. These gauges are ideal 
for difficult inspection locations as gauging plunger is at right angle to the dial. We make it a 
point to efficiently pack these gauges in a mould case or a wooden. These are gauges are 
connected to the dial or micrometer mechanism. 

Code  Range  Depth  Dial indicator
 2823-50  35-50mm  150mm  58mm
 2823-100  50-100mm  150mm  58mm
 2823-160  50-160mm  150mm  58mm
 2823-250  100-250mm  400mm  58mm
 2823-251  160-250mm  400mm  58mm
 2823-450  250-450mm  400mm  58mm

Dial Bore Gauge

We provide  all  the  gauges  as  per  the  requirement  of  the  customer. These  gauges  are 
extensively used for measuring the width, thickness and depth of bore well. Our gauges are 
available at market leading prices and can be procured in various sizes and designs as per  
the specific demands of clients. Our range is highly acclaimed for its variegated features like 
rugged  construction,  safe  usage  and  long  lasting  performance. our  clients  can  avail  at 
reasonable price

 
Code  Range  Depth  Dial indicator

 2823-50  35-50mm  150mm  58mm

 2823-100  50-100mm  150mm  58mm

 2823-160  50-160mm  150mm  58mm

 2823-250  100-250mm  400mm  58mm

 2823-251  160-250mm  400mm  58mm

 2823-450  250-450mm  400mm  58mm



Measuring Instrument Snap Gauge

We hold an expertise in offering a wide range of Measuring Instrument Snap Gauge such as  
plain plug gauges, snap gauges. These packages can be availed by the customers at market 
leading price. This instrument can be customized and easily available in the market. These 
are available at cost effective prices. They are easily available in the market and easy in 
handling.

Electronic Digital Snap Gauge

We are engaged in offering a huge assortment of Electronic Digital Snap Gauge. Our 
gauges meet the parameters of  IS standards. These are appreciated for their  unmatched 
qualities.  We offer  these gauges in  several  designs and sizes at  industry  leading prices.  
These snap gauge is very effective and it is made is a technically accurate manner and hence 
provides a very high efficiency in its performance.

 Code   Range
  2184-25   0-25mm/0-1"
  2184-50   0-50mm/0-2"
  2184-100   50-100mm/2-4"
  2184-150   100-150mm/4-6"
  2184-200    150-200mm/6-8"
 

Electronic Digital Snap Gauge

We are one of the reputed wholesalers and traders of Electronic Digital Snap Gauge. 
We offered in multiple sizes and designs, the range can be availed at most competitive prices  
from us. These are used to quickly verify whether an outside dimension of a part matches a  
preset dimension or falls within predefined tolerances. they are procured from reliable and 
established sources and are stringently checked by our team of quality controllers to ensure 
the best and flawless.

Code   Range
  2185-25   0-25mm/0-1"
  2185-50   25-50mm/1-2"
  2185-75   50-75mm/2-3"
  2185-100   75-100mm/3-4"
  2185-125   100-125mm/4-5"



  2185-150   125-150mm/5-6"
  2185-175   150-175mm/6-7"
  2185-200   175-200mm/7-8"
  2185-225   200-225mm/8-9"
  2185-250   225-250mm/9-10"
  2185-275   250-275mm/10-11"
  2185-300   275-300mm/11-12"
 
Measuring Instrument outside Dial Caliper Gauge

We offer high quality range of  Measuring Instrument outside Dial Caliper Gauge 
which is known for effective functioning among our valued clients. These are provided to the 
clients in customized sizes and specifications as per the client’s requirements. These are 
developed  under  the  guidance  of  our  experts  and  in  accordance  with  industry  defined 
parameters.   These instruments have gained huge appreciation from our  clients for  their  
various  features  like  dimensional  accuracy,  high  efficiency  and  perfect  measurement 
capacity.

Outside Dial Caliper Gauge

We  are  famous  trader  of  Outside  Dial  Caliper  Gauge.   These  are  available  in 
accordance with domestic and international quality standards. These gauges are available 
with perfect packaging and available at most reasonable prices. These gauges are widely 
used by our clients and appreciated for their unique features. These are identified for their  
features like rust free, efficient, easy to use and long service life.

Outside Dial Caliper Gauge

Code Range Arm length Tip height Tip radius
2333-10 0-10mm 40mm 8mm 0.5mm
2333-20 10-20mm 40mm 8mm 0.5mm
2333-30 20-30mm 40mm 8mm 0.5mm
2333-40 30-40mm 40mm 8mm 0.5mm
2333-50 40-50mm 40mm 8mm 0.5mm
Code Range Arm length Tip height Tip radius
2333-201 0-20mm 80mm 25mm 0.75mm
2333-301 10-30mm 80mm 25mm 0.75mm
2333-401 20-40mm 80mm 25mm 0.75mm
2333-501 30-50mm 80mm 25mm 0.75mm
2333-601 40-60mm 80mm 25mm 0.75mm



Code Range Arm length Tip height Tip radius
2333-E04 0-0.4" 1.575" 0.315" 0.02"
2333-E08 0.4-0.8" 1.575" 0.315" 0.02"
2333-E12 0.8-1.2" 1.575" 0.315" 0.02"
2333-E16 1.2-1.6" 1.575" 0.315" 0.02"
2333-E20 1.6-2.0" 1.575" 0.315" 0.02"
Code Range Arm length Tip height Tip radius
2333-E081 0-0.8" 3.150" 0.984" 0.03"
2333-E121 0.4-1.2" 3.150" 0.984" 0.03"
2333-E161 0.8-1.6" 3.150" 0.984" 0.03"
2333-E201 1.2-2.0" 3.150" 0.984" 0.03"
2333-E24 1.6-2.4" 3.150" 0.984" 0.03"

 
Out Side Dial Caliper Gauge

We wholesale and trade Outside Dial Caliper Gauge to our customers. These are sourced 
from our trusted vendors and use best quality materials for making these products and ensure 
before sending it to the clients. These caliper gauges are available to our customer's at most  
comprehensive prices. These gauges are available in different arm length, height and radius 
and can be customized as per the specifications provided by our clients.
Code Range Arm length Tip length diameter
2332-20 0-20mm 60mm 6X3mm
2332-40 20-40mm 60mm 6X3mm
2332-60 40-60mm 55mm 6X3mm
2332-80 60-80mm 55mm 6X3mm
2332-100 80-100mm 55mm 6X3mm
Code Range Arm length Tip length diameter
2332-8 0-0.8" 2.3" 0.236"X0.118"
2332-16 0.8-1.6" 2.3" 0.236"X0.118"
2332-24 1.6-2.4" 2.1" 0.236"X0.118"
2332-32 2.4-3.2" 2.1" 0.236"X0.118"
2332-41 3.2-4.0" 2.1" 0.236"X0.118"

Measuring Instruments Thickness Gauge

We offer Measuring Instruments Thickness Gauge to our highly valued customers. It 
provides us with the accurate results and is highly appreciated by the clients for its robust 
body, long service life and reliability.  These gauges are easy to use and are presented in  



different specifications. In addition to this, they are light weight gauges and are provided at 
the  best  rates  in  the  market.  They  are  several  measuring  instruments  their  Ultrasonic 
thickness  Gauges,  Digital  Thickness  Gages  and  Digital  Ultrasonic  Thickness  Gauge  and 
Elcometer 456 Coating Thickness Gauge.

Thickness Gauge

Thickness Gauges Offer a quick & efficient means of inspection with their convenient grip 
handle.  Ideally  suited  for  Measuring Thickness Of  Paper,  Films,  Wire,  Sheet  Metal, 
Plastic Bags, Leather etc.The product line finds usage in  Thickness Gauge of objects 
such as polythene, leather, and rubber, paper and card board sheets. Furthermore, we deliver 
the range to the clients’ destination within the promised time period. These gauges are easy 
to use and are presented in different specifications.

Code   Range   Graduation
  2861-10   0-10mm  0.01mm
  2861-E05   0-0.5"  0.001"

 

Thickness Gauge

Thickness gauge also known as flakiness index is an instrument used to select samples 
from aggregates, sand and fillers. They can also be used to determine the flakiness index of  
aggregates. These are actively used for the purpose of for testing coating on rods and wires 
above 6mm diameter. Available at most nominal prices, these gauges are highly efficient and 
thus feature rigid construction. These are also ideal for measuring the thickness of metallic &  
non-metallic  materials.  These include a frame with  a sliding panel  that  assures excellent  
workability.

Code   Range
  2867-10   0-10mm
 

Measuring Instrument Depth Gauges

Our depth gauges are a pressure gauge that displays the equivalent depth in water. These 
depth gauges are a piece of diving equipment often used by scuba divers. A diver uses it with  
decompression  tables  and  a  watch  to  avoid  decompression  sickness.  It  is  also  used  to 
measure the partial pressure of oxygen of the breathing gas, which is necessary to avoid 
oxygen toxicity. Digital depth gauges commonly also include a timer showing the interval of 
time that the diver has been submerged.



Dial Depth Gauge

We are  offering  our  clients  a  broad  array  of  Dial  Depth Gauge. These  products  are 
fabricated from high quality, strong and smooth-finished metal bezel and are used in various 
industrial and mechanical processes. Our product range is available in various ranges and 
readings as per the industry requirements. Primarily used in power industry,  our range is  
designed using quality raw material to assure outstanding performance at client’s end. Dial  
marking of these gauges is available in standard as well as in customized form.

Code   Range  Dial 
indicator 
 range

  Dial  indicator 
  graduation

  Base

  2341-101   0-30mm   0-10mm   0.01mm   63x17mm
  2341-102   0-30mm   0-10mm   0.01mm   101.5x17mm
  2341-103   0-30mm   0-10mm   0.01mm   101.5 xR10.9mm
  2341-E1   0-1.2"   0-0.5"   0.001"   2.48x0.67"
  2341-E2   0-1.2"   0-0.5"   0.001"   4.00x0.67"
  2341-E3   0-1.2"   0-0.5"   0.001"   4.00xR0.43"

 
 
Electronic Indicator Depth Gauge

We hold expertise in providing Electronic Indicator Depth Gauge, which is well known 
for its accurate measurement and longer functional life. It is basically used for testing and 
measuring  electronic  goods  and  provides  excellent  performance.  Our  range  features  a 
number of immaculate gadgets that enable the users to measure various electronic items and 
their performance. The wide range of electronic measuring indicators offered by us includes.

Code   Range  Dial  indicator 
 range

  Dial  indicator 
  graduation

  Base

  2141-101   0-30mm
   /0-1.2"

  0-12.7mm
   /0-0.5'

 0.005mm/0.0005'   63x17mm/2.48x0.67

  2141-102   0-30mm
   /0-1.2"

  0-12.7mm
   /0-0.5'

 0.005mm/0.0005'   101.5x17mm
   /4.00x0.67"

  2141-103  0-30mm
   /0-1.2"

  0-12.7mm
   /0-0.5'

 0.005mm/0.0005'   101.5  xR10.9mm
   /4.00xR0.43"

Measuring Instruments Gauge Blocks

We  are  the  prominent  traders  and  wholesalers  of  Measuring  Instruments  Gauge 
Blocks  to  our  clients.  Clients  can  avail  this  measuring  instruments  gauge  blocks  at 
affordable price in the market. Measuring instruments gauge blocks are used as a reference 
for the setting of measuring equipment such as micrometers, sine bars, dial indicators. This 
measuring instruments gauge blocks instrument finds wide application in many industrial and 



commercial industries for measurement purposes.

Ceramic Gauge Blocks

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of  Ceramic Gauge Blocks to our clients. 
Clients can avail this ceramic gauge blocks at competitive price in the market. Ceramic gauge 
blocks have the ability to resist corrosion and wear and tear out. These ceramic gauge blocks  
are available in custom length from a minimum number of pieces. Ceramic gauge blocks are  
designed using exactly advanced technology.

Measuring Instruments Pin Gauge

We are highly engaged in offering a huge range of Measuring Instruments Pin Gauge 
to our valuable clients. Measuring instruments pin gauge applications are to check center 
distance  between  the  two  holes,  to  check  effective  diameter  of  threads,  to  set  size  on 
diameter comparators, to check width, and to check small bore precisely etc. Clients can avail  
this measuring instruments pin gauge at reasonable price in the market. 

Ceramic Pin Gauge

We have gained vast expertise in offering an advanced range of Ceramic Pin Gauge to 
our esteemed clients.  This ceramic pin gauge is cylindrical  rings that are widely used for 
checking the external diameter of a cylindrical object. Clients can avail this ceramic pin gauge 
at affordable price in the market.  This ceramic pin gauge is well  known for their superior  
finish, excellent performance and robust construction.

Code   Quantity   Size (mm)   Step (mm)
  4163-5   41pcs   1.0 - 5.0   0.1
  4163-10   91pcs   1.0 - 10.0   0.1

Measuring Instruments Protractor

We  are  one  of  the  leading  traders  and  wholesalers  of  Measuring  Instruments 
Protractor to  our  clients.  Clients  can  avail  this  measuring  instruments  protractor  at 
competitive  price  in  the  market.  This  measuring  instruments  protractor  is  known for  their 



features such as accurate readings, superior performance, technical accuracy, reliability and 
safety. Our clients can avail from us superior range of measuring instruments protractor which 
are known for their quality and long service life.

Protractor

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Protractor. Protractor is 
made of top quality cast iron or steel and is offered in a standard size.  Clients can avail this 
protractor at reasonable price in the market. Features of protractor are superior performance, 
ease in  handling,  flexible operation, accurate readings etc.  Protractor  can measure angle 
within the standard range of 0 degree to 180 degree.

 Code   Diameter of protractor   Length of blade
  4780-85   85mm/3.3'   150mm/6”

Code   Diameter of protractor   Length of blade
  4797-100   100mm/4'   150mm/6'
  4797-150   150mm/6'   300mm/12'
  4797-200   200mm/8'   400mm/16'
  4797-250   250mm/10'   500mm/20'
  4797300   300mm/12'   600mm/24'

Protractor

We are offering a wide range of Protractor to our customers as per their requirements and 
to the full satisfaction of them. They can measure angle within the standard range of 0 degree  
to 180 degree. They come equipped with a locking screw, and can measure in two directions.  
Our  range  of  bevel  protractor  is  highly  energy  efficient,  easy  to  use  and  is  available  at  
competitive prices. These are permanently etched with graduations from 0-1800 in opposite 
directions.

Code   Diameter of protractor   Length of blade
  4797-100   100mm/4'   150mm/6'
  4797-150   150mm/6'   300mm/12'



  4797-200   200mm/8'   400mm/16'
  4797-250   250mm/10'   500mm/20'
  4797300   300mm/12'   600mm/24'

Measuring Instrument Combination Square

Measuring  Instrument  Combination Square are  extensively  finds  applications  in 
various laboratories for measuring the specific unit of object. These measuring instrument 
combination square are fabricated using optimum quality materials based on latest innovative 
technology and well-developed mechanisms in comply with the quality standards. We trade 
these products, which are highly applauded in the market due to their significant features 
such as durability, accurate measuring, well design, strong and excellent performance. These 
products clients can avail from us at affordable prices.

Combination Square Set

Combination Square Set are hugely appreciated across the globe due to their stunning 
features such as corrosion resistance, resilient, strong, highly reliable and longer service life.  
These  products  are  available  in  various  sizes,  shapes  and  designs  as  per  the  specific 
requirements. We made these products using finest quality materials, which meets the quality 
standards. These products are useful in various engineering and mechanical applications for 
measuring purposes. These products clients can avail from us at reasonable prices.

Code
  2278-180
  2278-180E

 
Code   Blade length   Graduation
  2279-1   6'   1/8', 1/16', 1/32', 1/64'
  2279-2   150mm/6'   1/2mm, 1mm, 1/32', 1/64'

Combination Square Set

Combination Square Set widely  used for  numerous purposes of  measuring such as 
woodworking,  stonemasonry  etc.  These  products  are  fabricated  using  supreme  quality 
materials based on latest sophisticated technology in accordance with the quality standards. 
These products are immensely appreciated due to their stunning properties such as accurate 
measuring capability,  resilient,  sturdy construction and longer service life.  These products 
clients can avail from us at affordable prices.

Code   Blade length   Graduation



  2279-1   6'   1/8', 1/16', 1/32', 1/64'
  2279-2   150mm/6'   1/2mm, 1mm, 1/32', 1/64'

 

Measuring Instruments Feeler Gauge

Measuring  Instruments  Feeler  Gauge widely  used  in  engineering  application  for 
measuring the slit width between two parts. These products are immensely applauded in the 
market  due  to  their  significant  attributes  such  as  dimensional  accurateness,  corrosion 
resistance,  high  effectiveness  and  sturdiness.  These  products  are  fabricated  with  quality 
materials,  which  meet the quality  standards.  These products  clients can avail  from us at  
affordable prices.

Metric Feeler Gauge

Metric Feeler Gauge finds applications in various engineering, mechanical, automotive 
industries for bearing clearance measurements. These metric feeler gauges are available in 
various sizes and models as per the requirements. These products are well acclaimed in the  
market  due  to  their  significant  properties  such  as  accurate  measures,  robustness, 
consistency, scratch resistance and least maintenance. The products clients can avail form us 
at most reasonable prices.

Code   Range  Size of blade  Quantity  of 
 blade

 4601-9   0.04-0.30mm  0.04,  0.05,  0.06,  0.07,  0.08, 
 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30mm

  9pcs

 4601-91   0.06-0.60mm  0.06,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,  0.30, 
 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60mm

  9pcs

 4601-10   0.10-1.00mm  0.10,  0.20,  0.30,  0.40,  0.50, 
 0.60,  0.70,  0.80,  0.90,
  1.00mm

  10pcs

 4601-15   0.06-0.70mm  0.06,  0.07,  0.08,  0.10,  0.15, 
 0.20,  0.25,  0.30,  0.35,  0.40, 
 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60,  0.70mm

  15pcs

 4601-25   0.04-1.00mm  0.04,  0.05,  0.06,  0.07,  0.08, 
 0.09,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,  0.25, 
 0.30,  0.35,  0.40,  0.45,  0.50, 
 0.55,  0.60,  0.65,  0.70,  0.75, 
 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95,  1.00mm

  25pcs

 



Metric Feeler Gauge

Metric Feeler Gauge is  extensively  appreciated  for  their  optimum performance,  least 
maintenance,  easy  to  operate,  accurate  result  and  robust  construction. We  trade  and 
wholesale these products, which are fabricated, using premium quality raw material, based on 
latest ultra modern technology and procure it is from one of the industries reliable and leading  
vendors. These products are fitted with excellent equipment for measuring the accuracy used 
in  engineering  and  mechanical  industries.  These  products  clients  can  avail  from  us  at 
affordable price.

Code   Range  Size of blade  Quantity  of 
 blade 

  4602-8   0.05-0.50mm    0.05,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,     0.25,     0.30, 
0.40, 0.50mm

  8pcs

  4602-10   0.05-0.80mm    0.05,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,    0.30,     0.40, 
0.50, 0.60,   0.70,    0.80mm

  10pcs

  4602-13   0.05-1.00mm    0.05,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,    0.25,     0.30, 
0.40,  0.50,    0.60,0.70,     0.80,  0.90, 
  1.00mm

  13pcs

  4602-17   0.02-1.00mm    0.02,  0.03,  0.04,  0.05,    0.06,     0.07, 
0.08,  0.09,    0.10,     0.15,0.20,  0.25, 
  0.30, 0.40,    0.50, 0.75,   1.00mm

  17pcs

  4602-20   0.05-1.00mm    0.05,  0.10,  0.15,  0.20,    0.25,     0.30, 
0.35,  0.40,    0.45,     0.50,0.55,  0.60, 
  0.65,  0.70,     0.75,  0.80,    0.85,  0.90, 
0.95,    1.00mm

  20pcs

  4602-32   0.03-1.00mm    0.03,  0.04,  0.05,  0.06,    0.07,     0.08, 
0.09,  0.10,    0.13,  0.15,     0.18,  0.20, 
  0.23,  0.25,  0.28,     0.30,    0.33,  0.35, 
0.38,  0.40,     0.45,  0.50,  0.55,  0.60, 
  0.70,    0.75, 0.80, 0.90,   1.00mm

  32pcs

.

Measuring Instrument Pitch Gauge

Having an effective team we provide Measuring Instrument Pitch Gauge to our value 
esteemed clients. We are highly demanded for accuracy, consistency, durability, reliability and 
effective performance. It is prepared by using the excellent quality of raw material of metal 
alloys.  We maintain  the  national  and international  standards.  We always  meet  the  client 
requirements  and  specifications.  These  are  available  in  market  at  reasonable  price.  We 
provide variety of Pitch Gauge to our clients.

Pitch Gauge

Pitch Gauge is made by using the superior quality of metal alloys like steel. We provide the 
qualitative output to our value added clients to make them satisfied by our service. Pitch 
Guage  is widely used for cutting the materials as required. This is provided with different 



kinds of blades, ranges, thread type and quantity of blade used. We maintain the national and 
international standards to meet the world class quality. The specifications are given below. 

Code Range Thread 
type

Size of blade Quantity  of 
blade

4824-
12

2-20mm 30 degrees 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,16,20m
m

12 pcs

Code Range Thread 
type

Size of blade Quantity  of 
blade

4824-
16

1-12TPI 29 degrees 1,1-1/3,1-1/2,1-3/4,2,2-
1/2,3,3-
1/2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12TPI

16 pcs

Pitch Gauge

Pitch Gauge is provided by using the qualitative output to our value added clients to make 
them satisfied by our service. It is made by using the superior quality of metal alloys like steel. 
This is provided with different kinds of blades, ranges, thread type and quantity of blade used. 
Pitch Gauge is widely used for cutting the materials as required. This is packed in pouch to 
avoid external disturbances. The specifications are given below. 

Code Range Thread type Size of blade

4812-12 2-12mm METRIC 30 degrees 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12mm

4812-E 1-10TPI ACME 29degrees 1,1-1/3,1-1/2,1-3/4,2,2-
1/2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10TPI

Measuring Instrument Welding Seam Gauge

With the efficient  team members we supply  Measuring Instrument Welding Seam 
Guage to the market.  It is widely applicable for welding purposes. We maintain the national 
and international standards. We always meet the client requirements and specifications. We 
are available in the market at reasonable and affordable price.  Welding Seam Gauge, 
Electronic  Digital  Welding  Seam Gauge  and  Multipurpose  Welding  Seam 
Gauge are our products.

Welding Seam Gauge

Welding Seam Gauge  is widely applied where the continuous welding is required. We 
with the guidance of our efficient team members offer the best service to our value added  
clients.  This  is  highly  demanded  for  durability,  reliability  and  long  life. Welding Seam 
Gauge is prepared by using the metal alloys, stainless steel and chrome that are of excellent 



quality. We bother for our client satisfaction. It is available in the market at reasonable price. 
This is available in various dimensions which are as follows.

Code Range

4830 0-20mm

4830-E 0-0.8’

Electronic Digital Welding Seam Gauge

Electronic Digital Welding Seam Gauge is used to measure the welding seams in 
corner and flat  welding seams. This is prepared by using the ultimate quality of stainless 
steel.  Electronic  Digital  Welding Seam Gauge  is  supplied  to  our  clients  in  time 
without any failure in the quality. We always meet our client satisfaction. It is widely preferred  
for  low input  and high performance with  accurate results,  durability and reliability.  This is 
available in different measurements.

Code Range

4831-12 0-12mm/0-0.5”

4831-20 0-20mm/0-0.8”

Measuring Instrument Centering Indicator

Having experienced members we offer  Measuring Instrument Centering Indicator 
that  is  widely  used  in  many  constructions  like  hospitals,  hotels,  restaurants  and  many 
sophisticated  complexes.  Measuring  Instrument  Centering  Indicator  is  highly 
demanded for durability, reliability, light-weight and lasts for long time. These are also applied 
in water supply centers, gas power plants, schools, food processing plants and many more. 
Centering Indicator is the major product which we provide.

Centering Indicator

We supply the best Centering Indicator to our value added clients. We have an efficient 
team of experts who always test the quality of the  Centering Indicator. This is widely 
preferred for reliability, durability, light-weight, efficient performance and lasts for long period 
of  time.  We  are  habituated  to  meet  the  client  requirements  and  specifications.  We  are 
available in the market at an affordable price. As this is a sensitive measuring instrument it is  
kept in wooden box for safety.

Code   Range   Graduation
  2385-3   0-3mm   0.01mm
  2385-12   0-0.15'   0.0005'



Measuring Instrument Level

With years of experience in providing measuring instruments we proudly supply Measuring 
Instrument Level  in the market. This instrument is very flexible to use, durable, reliable 
and provides efficient performance. We maintain the national and international standards. We 
meet  the  client  specifications  as  required.  This  Measuring  Instrument  Level  is 
thoroughly tested by our team members to maintain the quality of the product supplied.

Measuring Instrument Level

Having won many laurels we proudly supply the best  Measuring Instrument Level  to 
our  value  added  clients.  This  is  highly  preferred  for  its  reliability,  effective  performance, 
durability  and lasts  for  long life.  We are  habituated to  meet  the  client  specifications  and 
requirements. We thoroughly test our product to maintain the quality which is assured earlier. 
These are available in various ranges and resolutions which are provided below.

Code Range Resolution

2173-360 0-360 degrees(4x90 degrees) 0.1 degree

Measuring Instrument Surface Roughness Comparator

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Measuring Instrument 
Surface  Roughness  Comparator to  our  valuable  clients.  Our  range  of  measuring 
instrument  surface  roughness  comparator  includes  model  4131  surface  roughness 
comparator etc. Clients can avail this measuring instrument surface roughness comparator at  
affordable price in the market. Measuring instrument surface roughness comparator is a user 
friendly instrument.

Model 4131 Surface Roughness Comparator

We are a wide range of offering Model 4131 Surface Roughness Comparator to our 
valuable  clients.  Clients  can  avail  this  model  4131  surface  roughness  comparator  at 
competitive  price  in  the  market. Model  4131 surface roughness comparator  is  small  and 
compact size makes easily transportable. This model 4131 surface roughness comparator 
finds application in various industries. Model 4131 surface roughness comparator features are 
accuracy and durability.

 Including:
  2.4 μin
  0.1, 0.05μm



  8, 16, 32, 63μin
  0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6μm
  2, 4, 8,16, 32, 63μin
  0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8,1.6μm
  16, 32, 63, 125, 250, 500μin
  0.4, 0.8,1.6,3.2, 6.3, 12.5μm
  16, 32, 63, 125, 250, 500μin
  0.4, 0.8,1.6,3.2, 6.3, 12.5μm
  16, 32, 63, 125, 250, 500μin
   0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.3, 12.5μm

Heli Coil Thread Insert

We are the prominent manufacturers and suppliers of a wide range of  Heli Coil Thread 
Insert to our clients. Our range of heli coil thread insert include thread insert etc. Clients can 
avail  this heli  coil  thread insert at affordable price in the market.  Heli  coil  thread insert  is  
available in different shapes and sizes and can be molded in preferred forms. This heli coil  
thread insert is resistant to degradation thereby ensuring durability and reliability.

Thread Insert

We provide unmatched range of Thread Insert, in a wide range to our esteemed clients. 
This  thread insert  is also known as a threaded bushing and is used to repair  a stripped 
threaded hole. Thread insert is available in various shapes and sizes. Clients can avail this 
thread  insert  at  competitive  price  in  the  market.  Features  of  thread  insert  are  corrosion 
resistance, temperature resistance, renders quality services for long time, and thickness.

Heli Coil Fixing Tools

We are one of  the leading traders and wholesalers of  Heli Coil Fixing Tools to  our 
valuable clients. Our range of heli coil fixing tools includes plain mandrel, screwdriver. Clients 
can avail this heli coil fixing tools at affordable price in the market. By using heli coil fixing 
tools fixing is done by applying the fixing tool to the Heli Coil insert and giving the head of the  
tool a light blow with a hammer. 

Plain Mandrel

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of Plain Mandrel to our esteemed clients. Plain 
mandrel is developed in compliance with global standard policies and norms. Clients can avail 
this plain mandrel at competitive price in the market. This plain mandrel is widely used in  



different industries. Plain mandrel is available in different shapes, designs and sizes and can 
be customized as per the clients’ requirement.

Screwdriver

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of Screwdriver to our clients. Screwdriver is 
widely known for its dimensional accuracy, high durability, corrosion resistance. Clients can 
avail this screwdriver at reasonable price in the market. Screwdriver is widely used in various 
industries. High quality screwdrivers are extensively used for an extensive range of fixtures 
into building material that includes battening and boarding.

Heli Coil Wire STI Tapes

We have gained vast expertise in offering Heli Coil Wire STI Tapes in a wide range to 
our clients. Our range of heli coil wire sti tapes includes spiral points tap, and spiral flute taps. 
Clients can avail this heli coil wire sti tapes at affordable price in the market. Heli coil wire sti  
tapes are widely appreciated by our esteemed clients. heli coil wire sti tapes gain popularity 
by our clients due to its high tensile strength and nature of not breaking easily.

Spiral Points Tap

Our esteemed clients can avail from us an exclusive range of  Spiral Points Tap which 
have high tensile strength and nature of not breaking easily. Clients can avail this spiral points 
tap at competitive price in the market. Features of spiral points tap are high performance, low 
maintenance, and high durability.  This spiral points tap is available in changeable grades. 
Spiral points tap has unique flute form which provides strong structure

Spiral Flute Taps

We present an exclusive range of Spiral Flute Taps to our clients. Clients can avail this 
spiral flute taps at reasonable price in the market. These spiral flute taps are used for blind 
whole  application.  The  strong  cutting  edges  and  short  thread  length  of  spiral  flute  taps 
enables to reduce tapping torque which results in higher performance. Spiral flute angle is 
available depending upon the application.

Deburring System

 We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of  Deburring System to our clients. The 
deburring system is the best solutions for removing flaky burrs from any type of materials or 
applications such as deburring rough edges in holes. Clients can avail this deburring system 



at affordable price in the market. This deburring system is available with brushes or as a high-
water pressure system and is suitable for integration in nearly every type of machine.

Adjustable Mini Scraper

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of Adjustable Mini Scraper to our esteemed 
clients. This adjustable mini scraper has features such as stiff rust-free body, adjustable jaws,  
and powerful grip on handles. Adjustable mini scraper is user friendly in its usage. Clients can 
avail  this  adjustable mini  scraper at  competitive price in the market.  This  adjustable mini  
scraper is used for holding materials.

Adjustable Scraper

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of Adjustable Scraper to our valuable 
clients. Clients  can  avail  this  adjustable  scraper  at  reasonable  price  in  the  market. This 
adjustable scraper is used for holding materials. This is very useful and widely appreciated by 
our esteemed clients. Adjustable scraper is user friendly in its usage. Features of adjustable  
scraper are adjustable jaws, stiff rust-free body, and powerful grip on handles.

Holding System

We take pride ourselves in offering a superior range of Holding System to our esteemed 
clients. Our range of holding system includes the right choice of a holder, and articulated 
holder fat. Clients can avail this holding system at affordable price in the market. We offer this  
holding  system  in  different  dimensions  and  grades  as  per  the  client’s  preferences.  This 
handling system is highly durable, corrosion resistant and present ease in use.

The Right Choice of a Holder

We provide unmatched range of The Right Choice of a Holder, in a wide range to our 
esteemed clients. Clients can avail the right choice of a holder at competitive price in the 
market. This is totally depends on the customer choice. The right choice of a holder picks a 
choice which suits needs of the client. The right choice of a holder is widely appreciated by  
our esteemed clients. These wide selection available and highly durable card holders are a 
preferred choice of our customers across the globe.

Articulated Holder Fat

Our organization deals in offering an extensive range of this Articulated Holder Fat to 
our esteemed clients. Clients can avail this articulated holder fat at reasonable price in the  



market. This articulated holder fat is widely appreciated by our esteemed clients due to its  
stability and ease of use. Articulated holder fat is designed with spring loaded bearing which 
contain central locking mechanism.

Luthra Precision Equipment Surface Plates

We  have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  Luthra  Precision  Equipment  Surface 
Plates in a wide range to our clients. Our range of luthra precision equipment surface plates 
includes granite surface plates, and cast iron surface plates to our clients. Clients can avail  
these luthra precision equipment surface plates at affordable price in the market. Our range of 
surface plates is appreciated by our clients due to its strength and dimensional accuracy.

Granite Surface Plates

Our esteemed clients can avail from us an exclusive range of  Granite Surface Plates. 
These granite surface plates are precision lapped to high standards of flatness to achieve 
accuracy  and  are  used  as  bases  for  mounting  sophisticated  mechanical,  electronic  and 
optical gauging systems. Clients can avail these granite surface plates at competitive price in 
the market. These granite surface plates are preferred for the inspection and layout making 
purposes. 

Cast Iron Surface Plates

Our organization deals in offering an extensive range of these Cast Iron Surface Plates 
which can also be customized as per the specification give by clients. Clients can avail this at 
reasonable  price  in  the  market.  These  cast  iron  surface  plates  find  application  in  layout 
marking and operations,  tool  making,  gauging,  inspection and spotting.  Cast  iron surface 
plates are highly appreciated by our clients for its long functioning life, durability and optimum 
results. 

Luthra Precision Equipment Bench Centers

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of Luthra Precision Equipment Bench 
Centers  to our valuable clients. Our ranges include cast iron bench center,  and vertical 
bench center. Clients can avail these luthra precision equipment bench centers at affordable 
price in the market. These luthra precision equipment bench centres remain align even when 
they are placed on any centre distance.

Cast Iron Bench Center

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of Cast Iron Bench Center to our 



clients. Clients can avail this cast iron bench center at competitive price in the market. These 
cast iron bench centers are widely used in tool rooms, machine shops and standard rooms of  
various heavy duty industries. Cast iron bench center is highly acclaimed in domestic and 
international market for its long and continues functioning life.

Vertical Bench Center

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of Vertical Bench Center to our esteemed 
clients. This  vertical  bench  center  is  acknowledged  for  sturdy  construction,  reliable 
performance and durability and highly acclaimed in domestic and international market for its 
long and continues functioning life. Clients can avail this vertical bench center at reasonable 
price in the market. Vertical bench center is available in different specifications to meet exact 
requirements of our valued client.

Size 
mm

Centre 
distance 
mm

Centre  Height 
mm

Accuracy  in  Microns 
um

150 x 75 150 75 10

Luthra Precision Equipment Lapping Plates

We have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  better-quality  range  of  Luthra Precision 
Equipment  Lapping  Plates  to  our  valuable  clients.  Our  range  of  luthra  precision 
equipment lapping plates includes cast iron lapping plates, and granite lapping plates. Clients 
can avail  this luthra precision equipment lapping plates at  affordable price in the market.  
luthra precision equipment lapping plates are made as per standards.

Cast Iron Lapping Plates

We present an exclusive range of  Cast Iron Lapping Plates  to our valuable clients. 
Clients can avail this cast iron lapping plates at competitive price in the market. These cast 
iron  lapping  plates  are  available  in  round  and  rectangular  sizes  as  per  the  international 
standard based on advanced techniques and latest technology. Cast iron lapping plates are 
of Standard Size and accuracy. 

Round Square mm Accuracy um Sizes  mm Accuracy um
100 5 300 x 450 9
200 5 450 x 600 10
250 7 600 x 900 12
300 7.5 1000 x 1000 14



400 9   
450 9   

 

Granite Lapping Plates

Our esteemed clients can avail from us an exclusive range of  Granite Lapping Plates. 
Clients can avail this granite lapping plates at reasonable price in the market. Salient features 
of granite lapping plates are hand scraped surface finish, offered in square, rectangular and 
round sizes, constructional features of square. Our range of granite lapping plates is plates 
are available in square and rectangular sizes. 

Square Rectangular mm Accuracy um
150 x 100 3
250 x 150 3.5
300 x 200 3.5
300 x 300 4
400 x 400 4.5
400 x 630 5
630 x 630 5

 

Luthra Precision Equipment Straight Edges

We provide unmatched range of Steel Parallel in a wide range to our valuable clients. Our 
range of luthra precision equipment straight  edges includes cast  iron straight  edges,  and 
engineer's steel straight edges and many more to our clients. Clients can avail these luthra  
precision equipment straight edges at affordable price in the market. These luthra precision 
equipment straight edges are widely appreciated by our esteemed clients.

Cast Iron Straight Edges

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of  Cast Iron Straight 
Edges to our valuable clients. Clients can avail these cast iron straight edges at competitive 
price in the market. The bow shaped type is additionally featured with studs at the bottom for 
perfect balance and the hand scrapped surface is provided for comfortable handling which 
makes the product best among the others.

Engineer's Steel Straight Edges

We provide unmatched range of Engineer's Steel Straight Edges, in a wide range to 
our esteemed clients.  Our range of engineer's steel straight edges is highly demanded in 



international market for its attributes like high tensile strength, durability and light weight and  
these edges are apt for numerous industries like Glass, fabrication and windmill etc. Clients 
can avail this engineer's steel straight edges at reasonable price in the market.

Dimensions  L X B X H mm Straightness  Microns 
um

Parallelism  Microns 
um

300 x 35 x 8 12 24
450 x 35 x 8 12 24
600 x 50 x 8 15 30
1000x 50 x 8 21 42
1200 x 55 x 10 25 50
1500 x 65 x 12 29 58
2000 x 65 x 12 37 74
2500 x 65 x 12 46 92
3000 x 85 x 18 54 108
4000 x 100 x 20 71 142
5000 x 100 x 20 87 174
6000 x 120 x 20 100 200

Luthra Precision Equipment Angle Plates

We present an exclusive range of Luthra Precision Equipment Angle Plates to our 
valuable clients. Our range of luthra precision equipment angle plates includes slotted angle 
plate,  and  plain  angle  plate  and  many  more.  Clients  can  avail  these  luthra  precision 
equipment  angle  plates  at  affordable  price  in  the  market.  Features  of  luthra  precision 
equipment angle plates are wear resistant, and longer working life.

Slotted Angle Plate

We are  one  of  the  leading  traders  and  wholesalers  of Slotted  Angle  Plate  to  our 
esteemed clients. Clients can avail this slotted angle plate at competitive price in the market.  
This  slotted  angle  plate  is  also  used  as  a  vertical  reference  for  inspection  and  tooling  
purposes such as shaping, planning, milling, grinding, drilling etc. Their precise construction 
makes them ideal for use in inspection jobs.

Plain Angle Plate

We have gained vast expertise in offering a superior range of Plain Angle Plate to our 
valuable clients. Plane angle plate is widely appreciated by our esteemed clients. Clients can 
avail this plain angle plate at reasonable price in the market. These plain angle plates are also 



used as a vertical reference for inspection and tooling purposes such as shaping, planning, 
milling, grinding, drilling etc. 

Luthra Precision Equipment Master Cylinder- Test Mandrel

We are prominent traders and wholesalers of  Luthra Precision Equipment Master 
Cylinder- Test Mandrel to our valuable clients. Our range of luthra precision equipment 
master cylinder- test mandrel includes master cylinder, and taper mandrel. Clients can avail  
this luthra precision equipment master cylinder- test mandrel at affordable price in the market. 

Master Cylinder

We present an exclusive range of  Master Cylinder  to our valuable clients. This master 
cylinder is highly valued for their reliable performance and efficiency. Luthra master cylindrical  
squares are made of high quality alloy steel, scientifically heat treated for maximum stability 
and wear resistance. Clients can avail this master cylinder at competitive price in the market. 
Master cylindrical squares are also used for checking the squareness of the vertical axis to 
the horizontal axis of numerically controlled machining centres. 

Length mm Diameter mm Accuracy um
75 50 3
150 70 3
225 90 5
300 95 5
450 120 7
600 140 9

Taper Mandrel

We provide unmatched range of Taper Mandrel, in a wide range to our esteemed clients. 
Clients can avail this taper mandrel at reasonable price in the market.  Taper mandrels are 
made of hardened and stabilized steel also called as inspection mandrels used for checking 
the alignment of machine spindle axis. Taper mandrels are provided with properly ground and 
lapped centers for easy usage and accuracy. 

Taper Length (mm)
MT-2 300
MT-2 500



MT-3 300
MT-3 500
MT-4 300
MT-4 500
ISO - 40 300
ISO - 40 500

Luthra Precision Equipment Parallels

We  have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  superior  range  of Luthra  Precision 
Equipment Parallels  to our esteemed clients. Our range of luthra precision equipment 
parallels includes steel parallel, and granite parallel and many more. Clients can avail this 
luthra precision equipment parallels at affordable price in the market. These luthra precision 
equipment parallels are widely used by our valuable clients and are highly appreciated. 

Steel Parallel

We provide unmatched range of  Steel Parallel  in a wide range to our valuable clients. 
Clients can avail this steel parallel at competitive price in the market. These steel parallels are 
available in hardened and precision ground finish and lapped all the four faces are working 
faces which exhibits optimum durability,  excellent resistance to corrosion and dimensional  
accuracy.

Accuracy  Microns 
um

Straightness Parallelism
100 x 10 x 5 +/- 1.25 +/- 1.25
150 x 50 x 25 +/- 2.5 +/- 2.5
150 x 80 x 40 +/- 2.5 +/- 2.5
200 x 35 x 20 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
250 x 45 x 25 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
250 x 60 x 30 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
300 x 60 x 30 +/- 5.0 +/- 5.0

Granite Parallel

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Granite Parallel to our 
valuable clients. Granite Parallels are made out of selected black granite of uniform texture. 
Clients can avail this granite parallel at reasonable price in the market. Granite parallels are 
precision  lapped  to  achieve  desired  accuracy  with  standard  sizes. Granite  Parallels  are 
offered in finely lapped finish and offered in ground finish.



Accuracy  Microns 
um

Straightness Parallelism
100 x 40 x 20 +/- 1.25 +/- 1.25
150 x 50 x 25 +/- 2.5 +/- 2.5
150 x 80 x 40 +/- 2.5 +/- 2.5
200 x 75 x 50 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
200 x 100 x 50 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
250 x 100 x 50 +/- 4.0 +/- 4.0
300 x 100 x 50 +/- 5.0 +/- 5.0

Luthra Precision Equipment Comparator Stand

Our  esteemed  clients  can  avail  from  us  an  exclusive  range  of  Luthra  Precision 
Equipment  Comparator  Stand.  Clients  can  avail  this  luthra  precision  equipment 
comparator stand at affordable price in the market. Our range of luthra precision equipment 
comparator  stands includes granite  comparator  stands,  and cast  iron  comparator  stands. 
Comparator stands are made out of selected granite with a very rigid fixing of steel pillar for  
the dial mounting bracket with and without fine adjustment. 

Granite Comparator Stand

With the help of our experts  we offer  a  range of  Granite Comparator Stand  to  our 
valuable clients. Granite comparator stands are made out of selected black granite and with a 
very rigid fixing of steel pillar for the dial mounting bracket with and without fine adjustment.  
Clients can avail  this granite comparator stand at competitive price in the market.  Clients 
appreciate granite comparator stand for their high precision and unmatched performance.

Specifications
Model 
No

Reference 
Surface 
mm

Measuring 
Height 
mm

Throat 
Depth 
mm

Post 
Diameter 
mm

Gaging 
Bracket

L – 1 150 x 100 100 65 25 Plain
L – 2 150 x 100 100 65 25 Fine Adj.
L – 3 250 x 150 150 150 25 Plain
L – 4 250 x 150 150 170 25 Double 

Shaft
L – 5 250 x 150 150 95 25 Fine Adj.
L – 6 300 x 200 200 150 28 Plain
L – 7 300 x 200 200 220 28 Double 

Shaft
L – 8 300 x 200 200 125 28 Fine Adj.
L- 9 300 x 300 250 150 28 Plain
L- 10 300 x 300 250 220 28 Double 



Shaft
L – 11 300 x 300 250 125 28 Fine Adj.

Cast Iron Comparator Stand

We present an exclusive range of Cast Iron Comparator Stand to our valuable clients. 
Clients can avail this cast iron comparator stand at reasonable price in the market.  This cast 
iron  comparator  stand is  rigid  and sturdy  base  and has high  wear  resistance.  Cast  iron 
comparator  stand is  available  with  a very  rigid  fixing of  steel  pillar  for  the  dial  mounting 
bracket with and without fine adjustment.

Model 
No.

Reference 
Surface 
(mm)

Measuring 
Height 
(mm)

Throat 
Depth 
(mm)

Post 
Diameter 
(mm)

Gaging 
Bracket

L - 12 60 100 65 25 Plain
L - 13 60 Serrated 100 65 25 Fine Adj.
L – 14 100  x  125 

Serrated
150 95 25 Plain

L – 15 100  x  125 
Serrated

150 150 25 Double 
Shaft

L – 16 100  x  125 
Serrated

150 95 25 Fine Adj.

L – 17 225 x 150 200 150 28 Plain
L - 18 225 x 150 200 125 28 Fine Adj.
L - 19 300 x 300 250 150 28 Plain
L - 20 300 x 300 250 220 28 Double 

Shaft
L- 21 300 x 300 250 125 28 Fine Adj.

Luthra Precision Equipment Granite Square

We have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  better-quality  range  of  Luthra Precision 
Equipment Granite Square to our esteemed clients. luthra precision equipment granite 
square is made of selected granite. Clients can avail this luthra precision equipment granite 
square at affordable price in the market. Luthra precision equipment granite square includes 
granite block master (square), and Granite Square (Triangular) and many more. 

Granite Block Master (Square)

Depending upon the needs and demands of the customers we offer a high range of Granite 



Block Master (Square) to our honored clients. Our Granite block master (square) is very 
stable  and  rigid,  providing  the  ultimate  in  squareness  references.  Granite  block  master 
(square)  are made from selected black granite  stone.  Clients can avail  this granite  block 
master (square) at competitive price in the market.

Specifications
Size 
(mm)

Accuracy 
(um)

300 x 300 x 50 5
400 x 400 x 63 6
630 x 630 x 80 8

Granite Square (Triangular)

We  have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  superior  range  of  Granite  Square 
(Triangular) which is widely appreciated for their high performance and superior quality by 
our clients. Clients can avail this granite square (triangular) at reasonable price in the market. 
This granite square (triangular) are very rigid and stable. This granite square (triangular) are  
ideal for checking X, Y and Z axes of machine bases or parts.

Specifications
Size 
(mm)

Accuracy 
(um)

300 x 200 x 63 5
400 x 250 x 63 6
500 x 300 x 80 6
600 x 400 x 100 8
1000 x 600 x 100 10

Brothers

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of  Brothers  to our clients.  Our range of 
brothers includes desktop PT 1830, and dual operation PT 2700. These are extremely useful  
and  user-friendly.  This  brother  is  compact  in  size  and  easy  to  move  from one  place  to  
another. Clients can avail these brothers at affordable price in the market. Brothers are highly 
appreciated by our valuable clients. 

Desktop PT 1830

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of Desktop PT 1830 to our esteemed clients. 
This desktop PT 1830 is designed stylishly and perfect for any environment. Desktop PT 1830 
is reliable, high performance, and high efficiency. Clients can avail this desktop PT 1830 at 
competitive price in the market. Desktop PT 1830 is light in weight and can be easily taken  



from one place to another as per the convenience and requirement of the user. 

Hardware Features

Model Desktop

Display 15 Characters x 1 Line

Tape Type TZ Laminated

Tape Width(mm) 6,9,12,18

Max.Print/Height 9.0 mm

Tape Cutter Manual

Print Resolution 180 dpi

Software Features

Multi Lline Print 2

Type Styles 9

Type Sizes 6

Fonts 1

Print Width 3

Frame & Background 7

Character & Symbol 331

Memory 300 Characters

Operating System -

Bar Code No



Time and Data Function No

Repeat Print Yes

Auto Number Yes

Auto Format Yes

Mirror Print Yes

Vertical Print Yes

Rotate Print No

Contents

Tape Separator Yes

Tape 12mm Standard Laminated 
x 5 M

Batteries 6xAA Not Included

AC Adaptor Model G1 Included

USB Cable N/A

Serial Cable N/A

Editor Software (CD-
ROM) N/A

Dimensions

Unit Dimension (W x D x 
H mm) 176 x 202 x 52

Weight 650 g



Hardware Features  
Model Desktop
Display 15 Characters x 1 Line
Tape Type TZ Laminated
Tape Width(mm) 6,9,12,18
Max.Print/Height 9.0 mm
Tape Cutter Manual
Print Resolution 180 dpi
Software Features  
Multi Lline Print 2
Type Styles 9
Type Sizes 6
Fonts 1
Print Width 3
Frame & Background 7
Character & Symbol 331
Memory 300 Characters
Operating System -
Bar Code No
Time and Data Function No
Repeat Print Yes
Auto Number Yes
Auto Format Yes
Mirror Print Yes
Vertical Print Yes
Rotate Print No
Contents  
Tape Separator Yes
Tape 12mm  Standard 

Laminated x 5 M
Batteries 6xAA Not Included
AC Adaptor Model G1 Included
USB Cable N/A
Serial Cable N/A
Editor  Software  (CD-
ROM)

N/A

Dimensions  
Unit Dimension (W x D x 
H mm)

176 x 202 x 52

Weight 650 g

Dual Operation PT 2700



We provide unmatched range of Dual Operation PT 2700 in a wide range to our valuable 
clients. This dual operation PT 2700 is light in weight and can be easily taken from one place 
to another as per the convenience and requirement of the user. Clients can avail this dual 
operation  PT 2700 at  reasonable  price  in  the  market.  Dual  operation  PT 2700  is  highly 
appreciated by our valuable clients for its excellent operation.

Hardware 
Features

Desktop PC

16 Characters x 3 
Lines (back- 
Light)

PC Screen

TZ Laminated

6,9,12,18,24

18.1 mm

Auto (Full Cut Only)

180 dpi

7 PC Select

11 PC Select

8 PC Select

8 PC Select

5 PC Select

6 155/WIN 75/MAC

329 PC Select



2800 Characters PC Memory

- PC/MAC

9

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No Yes

Yes

24mm Standard Laminated Tape 
Included

6xAA Not Included

Model H1 Included

Included

N/A

Included

179.5 x 247.9 x 718



850 g

Hardware Features  
Desktop PC
16  Characters  x  3  Lines 
(back- Light)

PC Screen

TZ Laminated
6,9,12,18,24
18.1 mm
Auto (Full Cut Only)
180 dpi
  
7 PC Select
11 PC Select
8 PC Select
8 PC Select
5 PC Select
6 155/WIN 75/MAC
329 PC Select
2800 Characters PC Memory
- PC/MAC
9
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Yes
  
Yes
24mm Standard Laminated Tape Included
6xAA Not Included
Model H1 Included
Included
N/A
Included
  
179.5 x 247.9 x 718
850 g



Spinal Tooling SK Din 69871

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Spinal Tooling SK Din 
69871 to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this spinal tooling SK din 69871 at affordable  
price in the market. These spinal tooling SK din 69871 are procured from certified vendors in 
the market and advanced technology.   Our range of spinal tooling SK din 69871 is highly 
appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing.

Without Coolant

We are  the  prominent  traders  and  wholesalers  of Without Coolant  to  our  esteemed 
clients. Clients can avail this without coolant at competitive price in the market. These without 
coolant are procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology.  This 
without  coolant  is  highly  appreciated  by  our  clients  for  high  quality,  durability  and  high 
finishing. Our range provides as per the requirements of our clients. 

TAPERD1 D3 D4 D5 I1 g d1 t t1 b j
30 31.75 45 44.3 50 47.8 M 12 13 16.4 19 16.1 15
40 44.45 50 56.25 63.55 68.4 M 16 17 22.8 25 16.1 18.5
50 69.85 80 91.25 97.5 101.15 M 24 25 35.5 37.7 25.7 30

Floating Reamar Holder

We have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  better-quality  range  of  Floating Reamar 
Holder  to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this floating reamar holder at reasonable 
price in the market. Our range of floating reamar holder is highly appreciated by our clients for 
high quality,  durability and high finishing. These floating reamar holder are procured from 
certified vendors in the market and advanced technology.  

Collect Chuck Description L D Radial Parallel Float
SK 40 FRH / MT3 115 60 1.5
SK 50 FRH / MT3 6 60 1.5

Spinal Tooling ISO DIN 2080

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of Spinal Tooling ISO DIN 2080 to 
our esteemed clients. Clients can avail this spinal tooling iso din 2080 at affordable price in 
the market.  These spinal  tooling iso din  2080 are procured from certified vendors in  the 
market and advanced technology.   This spinal tooling iso din 2080 is highly appreciated by 
our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing.



Without Coolant (Form A)

We are prominent traders and wholesalers of Without Coolant (Form A) to our valuable 
clients. This without coolant (form A) is procured from certified vendors in the market and 
advanced technology. Clients can avail this without coolant (form A) at competitive price in 
the market. Our range of without coolant (form A) is highly appreciated by our clients for high 
quality, durability and high finishing.

TAPER D1 g d1 D5 L1 t e b a
30 31.75 M 12 13 50.0 68.4 16.1 8 16.1 1.6
40 44.45 M 16 17 63.0 93.4 22.5 10 16.1 1.6
45 57.15 M 22 21 80.0 106.8 29.0 12 19.3 3.2
50 69.85 M 20 26 97.0 126.8 35.3 12 25.7 3.2

Combi Shell Mill Adaptor Din 6358

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of Combi Shell Mill Adaptor Din 6358to 
our  valuable  clients.  Clients  can  avail  this  combi  shell  mill  adaptor  din  6358  at 
reasonable price in the market. These combi shell mill adaptor din 6358 are procured from 
certified  vendors  in  the  market  and  advanced  technology.  Our  range  of  combi  shell  mill 
adaptor din 6358 provides as per the requirements of our clients.

Description ISO D L1 L2 L3 D2

ISO40CSMA16052 40 16 52 17 27 32

ISO40CSMA22052 40 22 52 19 31 40
ISO40CSMA27052 40 27 52 21 33 48
ISO40CSMA32052 40 32 52 24 38 58
ISO40CSMA40052 40 40 52 27 41 70
ISO50CSMA16055 50 16 55 17 27 32
ISO50CSMA22055 50 22 55 19 31 40
ISO50CSMA27055 50 27 55 21 33 48
ISO50CSMA32065 50 32 65 24 38 58
ISO50CSMA40065 50 40 65 27 41 70

Description ISO D L1 L2 L3 D2



ISO40CSMA16052 40 16 52 17 27 32
ISO40CSMA22052 40 22 52 19 31 40
ISO40CSMA27052 40 27 52 21 33 48
ISO40CSMA32052 40 32 52 24 38 58
ISO40CSMA40052 40 40 52 27 41 70
ISO50CSMA16055 50 16 55 17 27 32
ISO50CSMA22055 50 22 55 19 31 40
ISO50CSMA27055 50 27 55 21 33 48
ISO50CSMA32065 50 32 65 24 38 58
ISO50CSMA40065 50 40 65 27 41 70
Spindle Tooling Accessories

We have  gained  vast  expertise  in  offering  a  better-quality  range  of  Spindle  Tooling 
Accessories  to our valuable clients. This spindle tooling accessories are procured from 
certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. Clients can avail this spindle tooling 
accessories  at  affordable  price  in  the  market.  Spindle  tooling  accessories  are  highly 
appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. 

Hexagonal Nut For 'ER' Collect Chuck

Our company holds expertise in providing unmatched range of Hexagonal Nut For 'ER' 
Collet Chuck  to our clients. Clients can avail this hexagonal nut for 'ER' collet chuck at 
competitive price in the market. Our range of hexagonal nut for 'ER' collet chuck is highly  
appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. This hexagonal nut for 
'ER' collet chuck is procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. 

Type A B C Spanner to 
be used

UM/ER 11 19.0 11.3 M14 x 0.75 GS 17

UM/ER 16 28.0 17.50 M22 x 1.50 GS 25

UM/ER 20 34.0 19.0 M25 x 1.50 GS 30

Type A B C Spanner  to 
be used

UM/ER 11 19.0 11.3 M14 x 0.75 GS 17
UM/ER 16 28.0 17.50 M22 x 1.50 GS 25
UM/ER 20 34.0 19.0 M25 x 1.50 GS 30

Slotted Nut For 'ER' Collet Chuck

We offer a wide range of Slotted Nut For 'ER' Collet Chuck to our clients. Clients can 



avail this slotted nut for 'ER' collet chuck at reasonable price in the market. Slotted nut for 'ER'  
collet chuck is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. 
This  slotted nut  for  'er'  collet  chuck is procured from certified vendors in the market  and 
advanced technology. 

Type A B C Spanner to 
be used

UM/ER 20 34.0 19.0 M25 x 1.50 E 20

UM/ER 25 42.0 20.0 M32 x 1.50 E 25

UM/ER 32 50.0 22.3 M40 x 1.50 E 32

UM/ER 40 63.0 25.3 M50 x 1.50 E 40

UM/ER 50 78.0 35.3 M64 x 2.00 E 50

Type A B C Spanner to be 
used

UM/ER 20 34.0 19.0 M25 x 1.50 E 20
UM/ER 25 42.0 20.0 M32 x 1.50 E 25
UM/ER 32 50.0 22.3 M40 x 1.50 E 32
UM/ER 40 63.0 25.3 M50 x 1.50 E 40
UM/ER 50 78.0 35.3 M64 x 2.00 E 50

Spindle Tooling Bar Pullers

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of  Spindle Tooling Bar Pullers  to our 
valuable clients. Clients can avail this spindle tooling bar pullers at affordable price in the 
market. Features of spindle tooling bar pullers are occupies only one station in the Turret,  
very  good  for  small  to  medium  sizes  batch  production,  available  in  standard  cylindrical  
diameter, in many cases you can avoid bar feeders which occupies lot of space. 

BAR PULLER

We bring forth an exclusive range of BAR PULLER to our valuable clients. This bar puller is 
highly suitable to be used for small to medium sizes batch production. Clients can avail this  
bar puller at competitive price in the market. Features of bar puller are occupies only one  
station in the Turret,  6.0 mm to 50.0 mm. our range of bar puller  is  available in  various 
cylindrical diameter.

BAR PULLER d D L L1 L2 b1 b2 h1



DIA.25 BAR 
PULLER 6-50 25 55 51 46 50 28 72

DIA.32 BAR 
PULLER 6-50 32 55 51 46 50 28 72

BAR PULLER d D L L1 L2 b1 b2 h1
DIA.25 BAR PULLER 6-50 25 55 51 46 50 28 72
DIA.32 BAR PULLER 6-50 32 55 51 46 50 28 72

Keyless Precision Drill Chuck

We have gained vast  expertise in offering a better-quality range of  Keyless Precision 
Drill Chuck  to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this keyless precision drill chuck at 
reasonable price in the market. This keyless precision drill chuck is widely demanded due to 
dimensional accuracy, durability and toughness. This keyless precision drill chuck is designed 
as per the International Standards. 

Description D L1 L2 D Wt. In Kg.
0 - 6.5 : 0 - 1/4" B12 J1 J2a 61.5 68 34 0.290

1-13 : 1/32" - 1/2" B16 J6 90.5 103 50 0.945

Description D L1 L2 D Wt. In Kg.
0 - 6.5 : 0 - 1/4" B12 J1 J2a 61.5 68 34 0.290
1-13 : 1/32" - 1/2" B16 J6 90.5 103 50 0.945

Spindle Tooling CCSF Tapping Attachment

Our company holds expertise in providing unmatched range of  Spindle Tooling CCSF 
Tapping Attachment  to our esteemed clients.  Clients can avail  spindle tooling CCSF 
tapping  attachment  at  affordable  price  in  the  market.  This  spindle  tooling  CCSF tapping 
attachment is procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. Our 
range of spindle tooling CCSF tapping attachment is highly appreciated by our clients for high 
quality, durability and high finishing.

CCSF / MORES Taper

We offer a wide range of  CCSF / MORES Taper  to our esteemed clients. We are the 
traders and wholesalers of CCSF / MORES taper which is procured from certified vendors in  



the  market  and  advanced  technology.  Clients  can  avail  this  CCSF  /  MORES  taper  at 
competitive price in the market. This CCSF / MORES taper are highly appreciated by our 
clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. 

Chuck 
Designation 
Size / Location

For Taps Suitabl
e Collet

Length Comp.
Float D 

dia.
D1 
dia.

D2 
dia L L1

Approx. 
Weight 
Kg.

Compr
. Expan.

CCSF 12 - MT 2

CCSF 12 - MT 3
M 3 - M 
12 ER20 10 20 1.0 35 58 43 150 43 1.5

CCSF 22 - MT 3

CCSF 22 - MT 4

CCSF 22 - MT 5

M 8 - M 
22 ER32 10 20 1.5 50 83 53

191

192

193

53

4.0

4.3

4.5

Length Comp.
Compr. Expan.

CCSF  12  - 
MT 2
CCSF  12  - 
MT 3

M 3 - 
M 12

ER20 10 20 1.0 35 58 43 150 43 1.5

CCSF  22  - 
MT 3
CCSF  22  - 
MT 4
CCSF  22  - 
MT 5

M 8 - 
M 22

ER32 10 20 1.5 50 83 53 191
192
193

53 4.0
4.3
4.5

Spindle Tooling KWFLK Tapping Chuck

Our clients can avail from us an extensive array of Spindle Tooling KWFLK Tapping 
Chuck  to  our  clients.  Features  of  spindle  tooling KWFLK  tapping  chuck  are  length 
compensation, can be used horizontally or vertically for hand or Left hand Threads. Clients 
can avail these Camlin products at affordable price in the market. This spindle tooling KWFLK 
tapping chuck is available in different mountings. 

Type KWFLK



Our company holds expertise in providing unmatched range of Type KWFLK to our clients. 
Clients can avail this type KWFLK at competitive price in the market. This type KWFLK is 
procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. This type KWFLK is  
widely appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. Type KWFLK 
finds various applications.

Chuck 
Designation 
Size

For Taps 
Size

Suitable 
Adaptores

Length Comp.
D 
dia.

D2 
dia.

SK 30 
L

BT 40 
L

BT 50 
LCompr. Expan.

KWFLK1/BT M3 - M12 KWES1B 7.50 7.50 36 19 64.0 67.5 77.0
KWFLK2/BT M8 - M20 KWES2B 12.50 12.50 53 31 - 94.5 102.5

KWFLK3/BT
M14 - 
M33 KWES3B 20.00 20.00 78 48 - 164.5 142.5

KWFLK4/BT
M22 - 
M48 KWES4B 22.50 22.50 96 60 - - 164.50

Length Comp.
Compr. Expan.

KWFLK1/B
T

M3  - 
M12

KWES1B 7.50 7.50 36 19 64.0 67.5 77.0

KWFLK2/B
T

M8  - 
M20

KWES2B 12.50 12.50 53 31 - 94.5 102.5

KWFLK3/B
T

M14 
- 
M33

KWES3B 20.00 20.00 78 48 - 164.5 142.5

KWFLK4/B
T

M22 
- 
M48

KWES4B 22.50 22.50 96 60 - - 164.50

Spindle Tooling Quick Change Tapping Chuck

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of  Spindle Tooling Quick Change 
Tapping Chuck to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this spindle tooling quick change 
tapping chuck at affordable price in the market. This spindle tooling quick change tapping 
chuck can be used for vertical as well as horizontal applications. This spindle tooling quick 
change  tapping  chuck  is  procured  from  certified  vendors  in  the  market  and  advanced 
technology. 



Quick Change Tapping Chuck

We take pride ourselves in offering a superior range of Quick Change Tapping Chuck 
to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this quick change tapping chuck at competitive price  
in the market.  This quick change tapping chuck is procured from certified vendors in the 
market and advanced technology. Quick change tapping chuck is available in different shapes 
and sizes as per the mechanic required in standard qualityWe take pride ourselves in offering 
a superior range of Quick Change Tapping Chuck to our valuable clients. Clients can 
avail this quick change tapping chuck at competitive price in the market. This quick change 
tapping chuck is procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. 
Quick change tapping chuck is available in different shapes and sizes as per the mechanic 
required in standard quality

Chuck Designation
For Taps Torque Suitable 

Adaptors

Length Comp.
L D 

dia.
D2 
dia.

Approx. 
Weight 
KgsSize Locat Compr. Expan.

KWFSL 60 / SK 
50 M 30 - M68 x 6

1400
KWE 60

20 20
275

125
72 16

KWFSL 60 / SK 
60

M 30 - M120 x 
4 KWEK 60 277 18

Chuck 
Designation

Length Comp.

Size Locat Compr. Expan.
KWFSL 
60 / SK 50

M 30 - 
M68 x 
6

KWE 60 275 72 16

KWFSL 
60 / SK 60

M 30 - 
M120 
x 4

KWEK 
60

277 18

Spindle Tooling Quick Change Drilling

We are  the  prominent  traders  and  wholesalers  of  Spindle  Tooling  Quick Change 
Drilling to our valuable clients. Clients can avail this spindle tooling quick change drilling at  
affordable price in the market.  This spindle tooling quick change drilling is procured from 
certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. Our range of spindle tooling quick 
change  drilling  is  highly  appreciated  by  our  clients  for  high  quality,  durability  and  high 
finishing. 



Type Qcdtc

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of  Type Qcdtc to our esteemed clients. Our 
range of type Qcdtc is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high  
finishing. Clients can avail this type Qcdtc at competitive price in the market. This type Qcdtc 
is procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology.

Chuck 
Size

Suitable 
Adaptor

D 
dia.

Morse Taper ISO Taper
MT 2 
L

MT3 
L

MT 
4 L

MT 5 
L

ISO 40 
L

ISO 50 
L

QCDTC 2 SIZE 2 75 - 75 - - 96 -
QCDTC 3 SIZE 3 - 89 88 89 - 109 99
QCDTC4 SIZE 4 - 102 - 102 102 122 112

Adapto Size Chuck D 
dia.

Tool Insertion Length 
L1

RD16/E16 
Collet 1-
10mm.

RD32/E32 
Collet 3-
20mm.

RD40/E40 
Collet 4-
26mm.

Suitable 
Spanner

min. max
QCCCA2/E 
16

QCDTC 
2 42 30 50 42 - - GS25

QCCCA3/E.. QCDTC 
3 50 40 60 42 51 - E32

QCCCA4/E.. QCDTC 
4 60 40 60 - 63 63 E40

Adaptor Size Suitable 
Chuck

D 
dia.

Stub Taper DIN238 'L2'
B12 B16

QCDCA 2 QCDTC 2 42 21.5 26
QCDCA 3 QCDTC 3 50 26 26
QCDCA 4 QCDTC 4 60 39 39

Adaptor Size Suitable 
Chuck

D 
dia. L2

QCCD 2 QCDTC 2 42 46
QCCD 3 QCDTC 3 50 65
QCCD 4 QCDTC 4 60 78

Chuck 
Size

Suitable 
Chuck

D 
dia.

Morse Taper
MT MT2 MT 3 MT 4 



1 L2 L2 L2 L2
QCDA 2 QCDTC 2 42 18 30.5 - -
QCDA 3 QCDTC 3 50 20.5 20.5 38.5 -
QCDA 4 QCDTC 4 60 33.5 33.5 33.5 56

Adaptor Size Suitable 
Chuck

D 
dia.

Adjustable 
Adaptor

Tool Location 
Morse Taper L2

QCADA 2/16 QCDTC 2 42 16 MT 1 32
QCADA 3/28 QCDTC 3 50 28 MT 2 74
QCADA 
4/36X28 QCDTC 4 60 36x28 MT 3 70

Spindle Tooling Quick Change Tapping

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of  Spindle Tooling Quick Change 
Tapping to our valuable clients. This spindle tooling quick change tapping is procured from 
certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. Clients can avail this spindle tooling 
quick change tapping at affordable price in the market. Our range of spindle tooling quick 
change  tapping  is  highly  appreciated  by  our  clients  for  high  quality,  durability  and  high 
finishing.

Qsfl / Morse Taper

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Qsfl / Morse Taper to 
our  valuable  clients.  Clients  can avail  this  Qsfl  /  morse taper at  competitive  price in  the 
market. Our range of Qsfl / morse taper is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality,  
durability and high finishing. This Qsfl / morse taper is procured from certified vendors in the 
market and advanced technology.

Chuck Designaton For 
Taps

Suitable 
Adaptors Size

Length Comp.
Float d1 

dia.
D 
dia.

D1 
dia. L Approx. Weight 

Kgs.Size Location Compr. Expan.
QSFL 3-12/ MT 2

QSFL 3-12/ MT 3
M3 - 
M12 KWE 1 10 20 1 19 58 32 142

1.4

1.6

QSFL 8-20/ MT 3 M8 - 
M20

KWE 2 10 20 1.5 31 83 50 190 4.1



QSFL 8-20/ MT 4

QSFL 8-20/ MT 5

191

192

4.4

4.6

Chuck 
Designaton

Length Comp.

Size Location Compr. Expan.
QSFL  3-12/ 
MT 2
QSFL  3-12/ 
MT 3

M3  - 
M12

KWE 1 10 20 1 19 58 32 142 1.4
1.6

QSFL  8-20/ 
MT 3
QSFL  8-20/ 
MT 4
QSFL  8-20/ 
MT 5

M8  - 
M20

KWE 2 10 20 1.5 31 83 50 190
191
192

4.1
4.4
4.6

Qsfl / Short Morse Taper Internal

We take  pride  ourselves  in  offering  a  superior  range  of Qsfl  /  Short  Morse  Taper 
Internal  to our esteemed clients. This Qsfl / short morse taper internal is procured from 
certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. Our range of Qsfl / short morse 
taper internal is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. 
Clients can avail these deburring tools with handles metallic at reasonable price in the market.

 
Chuck 
Designation For Taps

Suitable 
Adaptors 
Size

Length Comp.
Float d1 

dia.
D 
dia.

D1 
dia. L Approx. Weight 

Kgs.
Size Location Compr. Expan.

QSFL 3-12/ B 16

M3 - M12 KWE 1 10 20 1 19 58 32 155

1.4

1.6

Chuck 
Designation

Length Comp.

Size Location Compr. Expan.
QSFL 3-12/ B 
16
 

M3  - 
M12

KWE 1 10 20 1 19 58 32 155 1.4
1.6



Deburring Tools Counter Sink Tools

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of Deburring Tools Counter Sink Tools 
to our valuable clients. These deburring tools counter sink tools are procured from certified 
vendors in the market and advanced technology. We offer these in various specifications and 
can be properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Our range of  
deburring  tools  counter  sink  tools  are  highly  appreciated  by  our  clients  for  high  quality, 
durability  and high finishing.  Clients  can avail  these deburring tools  counter  sink tools  at  
affordable price in the market.

Deburring Tools With Handles

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling of  Deburring Tools With Handles to our 
esteemed clients. We offer these in various specifications and can be properly customized as 
per the specifications provided by the clients.  Clients can avail  these deburring tools with  
handles at competitive price in the market. These deburring tools with handles are procured 
from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology.

Packing Model Includes
DT-1(2)  2pcs

 of DT-1
DT-1(10) Set  10pcs  of 

 DT-1

Deburring Tools with Handles Metallic

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of  Deburring Tools with Handles 
Metallic  to  our  esteemed  clients. Clients  can  avail  these  deburring  tools  with  handles 
metallic at reasonable price in the market. Our range of deburring tools with handles metallic  
is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality,  durability and high finishing. We offer 
these in  various specifications  and can be properly  customized as  per  the  specifications 
provided by the clients.

Packing Model Includes
  DT-2   1pc  of 

  DT-2
  DT-2(5)
  Set

 5  pcs  of 
 DT-2



Unoair

We are a wide range of trading and wholesaling of Unoair to our valuable clients.  Our range 
is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. Clients can 
avail this unoair at affordable price in the market. We offer these in various specifications and 
can be properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Our range of  
unoair is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. 

Heavy Duty Industrial Impact Wrenches

We  are  engaged  in  trading  and  wholesaling  wide  range  of  Heavy  Duty  Industrial 
Impact Wrenches to our valuable clients. We offer these in various specifications and can 
be properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail  
these heavy duty industrial impact wrenches at competitive price in the market. 

SQ 
Drive

Bolt 
Size

Free 
Speed

Max Torque Overall 
Length 

Air 
Consumption

Weight Air Inlet

(Inch) (mm) (rpm) (ft-lb) (Nm) (mm) (mm) (KG) (Inch)
I-69 3/4" 31.8 4,500 850 1,152 245 10 4.8 1/4"
I-601 3/4" 38 5,500 1,100 1,492 216 12 5.40 3/8"

Industrial Impact Wrenches

We are  prominent  traders  and  wholesalers  of  Industrial  Impact  Wrenches  to  our 
clients.  Our range of industrial impact wrenches is highly appreciated by our clients for high 
quality,  durability and high finishing. Clients can avail  these industrial  impact wrenches at 
competitive price in the market. We offer these in various specifications and can be properly  
customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. 

Industrial Impact Wrenches

Technical Specification

Model 
No

SQ 
Drive

Bolt 
Size

Free 
Speed Max Torque Overall 

Length
Air 

Consumption Weight Air Inlet

(inch) (mm) (rpm) (ft-lb) (Nm) (mm) (cfm) (kg) (Inch)
I-216 3/8" 13 10,000 125 170 150 6 1.2 1/4"
I-313 3/8" 14 10,000 200 272 155 3 1.5 1/4"
RY-

212/1-45
3/8", 
1/2" 15 7000 200 272 160 6 1.42 1/4"



I-46 1/2" 16 7200 420 570 192 6 2.6 1/4"

SQ 
Drive

Bolt 
Size

Free 
Speed

Max Torque Overall 
Length

Air 
Consumption

Weight Air Inlet

(inch) (mm) (rpm) (ft-lb) (Nm) (mm) (cfm) (kg) (Inch)
I-216 3/8" 13 10,000 125 170 150 6 1.2 1/4"
I-313 3/8" 14 10,000 200 272 155 3 1.5 1/4"
RY-
212/1-
45

3/8", 
1/2"

15 7000 200 272 160 6 1.42 1/4"

I-46 1/2" 16 7200 420 570 192 6 2.6 1/4"

Torque Master

We are one of the leading traders and wholesalers of Torque Master to our clients. This 
torque master is procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. 
Clients can avail this torque master at affordable price in the market. We offer these in various 
specifications  and can  be  properly  customized as  per  the  specifications  provided by  the 
clients. Our range of torque master include torque screw driver, torque multipliers.

Torque Screw Driver

We provide unmatched range of  Torque Screw Driver  to our esteemed clients. Clients 
can avail this torque screw driver at competitive price in the market. We offer these in various 
specifications  and can  be  properly  customized as  per  the  specifications  provided by  the 
clients.  The  torque  screw  drivers  are  available  in  two  piece  construction,  a  handle  with 
Exchangeable blades as Insert for greatest flexibility which is used in all areas.

Torque Capacity
KGF CM NM LBF IN
RANGE LC RANGE LC RANGE LC

TMSD 15 1-15 .5 .1-15 .20 1-15 2 1/4" .600 KG
TMSD 50 10-50 5 1-15 .50 10-50 5 1/4" .350 KG

Torque Multipliers

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Torque Multipliers to 
our  valuable  clients.  Torque  multipliers  are  used  for  tightening  of  high  tensile  bolts  or 
loosening Rusty & Frozen but  bolts.  We offer  these in  various specifications and can be 
properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail these 



torque multipliers at reasonable price in the market.

MODEL NO. TORQUE 
CAPACIITY

PLATE 
TYPE

HANDLE 
TYPE

LBFT KGM NM

TM-1 TMH-1 1250 170 1700 5 1/2 3/4 TM 250R
TM-2 TMH-2 1250 170 1700 5 1/2 1 TM 250R
TM-
2/25

TMH-
2/25

1250 170 1700 25 1/2 1 TM 100R

TM-5 TMH-5 2000 275 2750 5 3/4 1 TM 400R
TM-
5/25

TM-5/25 2000 275 2750 25 1/2 1 TM 100R

TM-6  2500 345 3450 5 3/4 1.1/2 TM 500R
TM-
6/25

 2500 345 3450 25 1/2 1.1/2 TM 100R

TM-7  4500 622 6220 5 3/4 1.1/2 TM 400R
TM-
7/25

 4500 622 6220 25 1/2 1.1/2 TM 250R

TM-
7/25 
SD

 4500 622 6220 25 1/2 1.1/2 TM 250R

TM-
7/125

 4500 622 6220 125 1/2 1.1/2 TM 50R

Tarapia

We are the prominent  traders and wholesalers of Tarapia  to our esteemed clients. Our 
range is highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. These 
are procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. We offer these in 
various specifications and can be properly customized as per the specifications provided by 
the clients. Clients can avail these tarapia at affordable price in the market. 

Adjustable Spanners

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Adjustable Spanners 
to  our  valuable  clients.  We  offer  these  in  various  specifications  and  can  be  properly 
customized  as  per  the  specifications  provided  by  the  clients.  Clients  can  avail  these 
adjustable  spanners  at  competitive  price  in  the  market.  Adjustable  spanners  find  wide 
application in loosening or tightening of bolts and nuts. 

Blister  Pkg.  Price 
each Rs.

Printed  Bag  Pkg. 
Price Each Rs.

Phosphat
e Finish

Chrome 
Plated

Phosphat
e Finish

Chrome 
Plated

1169-4 110 13 10 134.00 - 125.00 -



1170-
6/1170N-6

155 19 10 125.00 144.00 119.00 139.00

1171-
8/1171N-8

205 26 10 163.00 181.00 154.00 173.00

1172-
10/1172N-
10

255 30 5 218.00 243.00 204.00 232.00

1173-
12/1173N-
12

305 35 5 288.00 314.00 274.00 300.00

1174-15 380 43 2 612.00 643.00 576.00 612.00
1175-18 445 55 1 - - 1395.00 -
1176-24 606 62 1 - - 2280.00 -

Combination Pliers

We take  pride  ourselves  in  offering  a  superior  range  of  Combination  Pliers  to  our 
esteemed  clients.  Combination  pliers  have  various  quality  parameters  such  as  high 
productivity, corrosion resistance, durability and reliability. Clients can avail these combination 
pliers at reasonable price in the market. We offer these in various specifications and can be 
properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. 

Printed Bag Pkg.

Without 
Joint 
Cutter

With 
Joint 
Cutter

1621-6 165 10 171.00 156.00 158.00
1621-7 185 10 183.00 165.00 167.00
1621-
8/1621-8N

210 10 - - 185.00

1611-6 165 10 - - 153.00
1611-7 185 10 - - 159.00
1611-8 200 10 - - 178.00
MCP 10 255 2 - - 410.00

Mitutoyo

We take pride ourselves in offering a superior range of  Mitutoyo to our esteemed clients. 
We  offer  these  in  various  specifications  and  can  be  properly  customized  as  per  the 
specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail this mitutoyo at affordable price in the 
market. Our range of mitutoyo includes vernier calipers and micrometers. Mitutoyo is known 
for its dimensional accuracy, corrosion resistance, high efficiency and durability.

Vernier Calipers



Our organization deals in offering an extensive range of  Vernier Calipers to our clients. 
Clients can avail these vernier calipers at reasonable price in the market. We offer these in 
various specifications and can be properly customized as per the specifications provided by 
the  clients.  Features  of  vernier  calipers  are  with  fine  adjustment  attachment,  4  way 
measurements such as inside, outside, depth & step, reading parts laser marked & satin-
chrome finished, Locking screw.

Micrometers

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of Micrometers to our 
esteemed clients. These micrometers are used for accurate measurement of small distances, 
in Machining & Mechanical Engineering. We offer these in various specifications and can be  
properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail these 
micrometers at affordable price in the market.

 Oscar

We have gained vast expertise in offering Oscar in a wide range to our clients and is well 
known  and  widely  appreciated  for  their  quality,  design,  easy  installation  and  precise 
dimensions. This Oscar is from certified vendors in the market. Clients can avail this Oscar at  
affordable price in the market.  We offer this in various specifications and can be properly 
customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. 

Heavy Valves

Our esteemed clients can avail from us an exclusive range of Heavy Valves. These heavy 
valves are well known and widely appreciated for their quality, design, easy installation and 
precise dimensions. Clients can avail these heavy valves at competitive price in the market. 
These are precision engineered valves which are available in various shapes and sizes. We 
offer this in various specifications and can be properly customized as per the specifications 
provided by the clients. 

Size in Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8
Size in Inches 2 

1/2
3 3 1/2 4 4 1/2 5 6 8

Width of Jaws 65 80 90 100 115 125 150 200
Opening of Jaws 70 85 110 120 140 170 200 235
Depth of Jaws 50 55 60 70 75 85 90 110
Approximate 
weight  840  in 
Kgs

3 
1/2

6 8 13 16 20 25 39

Approximate 
weight  840S  in 
Kgs

- 8 11 16 18 
1/2

20 
1/2

28 46



Bench vice Double Rib (Heavy Duty)

We have gained vast expertise in offering a better-quality range of  Bench vice Double 
Rib (Heavy Duty) to our valuable clients. We offer this in various specifications and can be 
properly customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail this 
bench vice double rib (heavy duty) at reasonable price in the market. Our range of Bench vice 
Double Rib (heavy duty) is available with chrome plated spindle and corrosion proof painting. 

Size  in 
Number

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12

Size  in 
Inches

2 
1/2

3 3 
1/2

4 4 
1/2

5 6 8 10 12

Width  of 
Jaws

65 80 90 100 115 125 150 200 250 300

Opening  of 
Jaws

70 85 110 120 140 170 200 235 285 305

Depth  of 
Jaws

50 50 55 65 65 80 85 110 125 125

Approximate 
weight 840 in 
Kgs

3 
1/2

5 7 10 11 
1/2

14 16 
1/2

30 50 53

Camlin Products

We are the prominent traders and wholesalers of  Camlin Products to our clients. These 
Camlin products are procured from certified vendors in the market and advanced technology. 
Our range of products includes Camlin Permanent Markers, Camlin White Board Markers. 
These Camlin products are available in various shapes, sizes and designs. Clients can avail  
these Camlin products at affordable price in the market. Our range of Camlin products are  
highly appreciated by our clients for high quality, durability and high finishing. We offer these  
in various specifications and can be properly customized as per the specifications provided by 
the clients. 

Camlin Permanent Markers

We are engaged in trading and wholesaling a wide range of Camlin Permanent Markers 
to  our  esteemed  clients.  These  Camlin  permanent  markers  are  procured  from  certified 
vendors in the market and advanced technology. Clients can avail these Camlin permanent  
markers at competitive price in the market. We offer these in various specifications and can 
be  properly  customized  as  per  the  specifications  provided  by  the  clients.  These  Camlin 
permanent markers are available in various shapes, sizes and designs. Our range of Camlin  



permanent markers are highly appreciated by our valuable clients.

Camlin White Board Markers

We are a wide range of trading and wholesaling  Camlin White Board Markers to our 
valuable  clients.  Our  range  of  Camlin  white  board  markers  is  highly  appreciated  by  our 
esteemed clients.  These  Camlin  white  board  markers  are  available  in  various sizes  and 
designs. These Camlin white board markers are procured from certified vendors in the market 
and  advanced  technology.  We offer  these  in  various  specifications  and  can  be  properly 
customized as per the specifications provided by the clients. Clients can avail these Camlin 
white board markers at reasonable price in the market.


